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ABSTRACT

The energetics of snowmelt under boreal forest canopies in central

Saskatchewan were examined with respect to the influence of forest canopy structure

on the snowcover depletion rate. The distribution of snow water equivalent was

examined prior to melt and during melt in five distinct boreal forest environments,

and the distribution ofmelt rate was quantified for each environment. The frequency

distribution of snow water equivalent was found to fit a log-normal distribution. The

distribution of snowmelt energy below forest canopies was not uniform but inversely

related to the distribution of snow water equivalent, with shallow snow receiving

higher fluxes of melt energy. Distribution of melt energy therefore promoted an

earlier depletion of snowcover than if melt energy were uniform. A more variable

distribution of melt energy was produced by higher variance in canopy structure or

lower canopy density than that produced by more uniform canopy structure or higher

canopy density. While higher canopy density resulted in higher variability in snow

water equivalent. and in open environments a higher variability in snow water

equivalent resulted in an earlier depletion of snowcover, forest canopies reduce the

energy available for melt. Therefore lower canopy density generally results in more

energy for snowmelt and a more variable distribution of melt energy, leading to

earlier depletion of snowcover. The rate of depletion therefore depends on available

melt energy. and on the distributions ofmelt energy and of snow water equivalent, all

o£ which are influenced by canopy structure. Depletion was found to occur first in a

burn and clear-cut, then in a mixed-wood and pine, and finally in a black spruce.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A large portion of the land area of Earth (over 15%) is covered by boreal

forest. This forest ecosystem therefore plays a major role in meteorological and

hydrological interactions between the atmosphere and land surface processes. In the

high latitudes where this forest ecosystem predominates, the spring melting of

seasonal snow accumulation is also normally the dominant annual hydrological event.

It has been established that boreal forest cover has a marked effect on snow

accumulation and the spatial distribution of snowcovers (Golding and Swanson,

1986; Woo and Steer, 1986; Sturm, 1992). The forest cover also attenuates the

exposure of the snowcover to insolation (incoming solar radiation) and large-scale

warm-air advection, thereby regulating the rate and timing of the spring melt (Male

and Granger, 1981; Verry, 1986). Changing patterns in forest cover due to burning

and timber harvesting can therefore affect the hydrological responses of forested

watersheds during the spring melt (Verry et aI., 1983; Toews and Gluns, 1986;

Troendle, 1987). A better understanding of how the forest cover affects the

processes of snow accumulation and ablation should facilitate improvements to

hydrological models for these regions, as well as to global climate models.



Melting of snowcovers in the open prairie and tundra environments of the

north has been studied at length (Gray and Landine, 1988; Marsh and Pomeroy,

1996), and models have been devised which employ heterogeneous melting of

exposed snowcovers due to the horizontal advection of turbulent fluxes (Weisman,

1977; Liston, 1995; Shook and Gray, 1997; Essery, 1997; Essery, 1998a). Shook

(1995) showed that the melting of prairie snowcovers can be modelled as spatially

uniform only until the snowcover breaks up to form patches of exposed ground. The

initial spatial homogeneity ofmelt rate hinges on the completeness of the snowcover

- the absence of significant protruding vegetation or exposed ground. Initial melt

energy inputs in this case are essentially from spatially uniform insolation. Shook

(1995) therefore showed that in the prairie environment the onset of heterogeneous

melting usually coincides with the exposure of ground, that the exposure of ground is

affected by the frequency distribution of snow water equivalent (SWE), and that the

onset of heterogeneous melting is related to the horizontal advection of turbulent

energy exchanges from exposed ground to adjacent and downwind snow surfaces.

This horizontal advection of turbulent energy fluxes is therefore largely

dependent on the exposure of the snowcover to wind. The supply of sensible energy

for advection onto snow is controlled by fetch lengths upwind over adjacent exposed

ground or vegetation. The transfer of that sensible energy supply to snow is

controlled by downwind fetch lengths from the leading edge of the snowcover

(Weisman, 1977). As patches of exposed ground expand in area and remaining

snowcover breaks up further to form ever-diminishing patches of snow, upwind fetch
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lengths over exposed ground increase and downwind fetch lengths over snow patches

decrease, then the portion of sensible heat per unit area of exposed ground which is

advected onto the snow patches is diminished while the amount of sensible heat

advected onto snow patches increases (Marsh et aI., 1997).

As forest cover affects the exposure of the snowcover to both insolation and

the turbulent transfer of energy, it imposes a different regime on the ablation process

than that found in open environments. Hypothetically, in forested environments or'

wherever significant vegetation protrudes above a snowcover, a spatial variability in

melt rate is possible from the onset of melt. This spatial variability would be due to

locally-intense fluxes of long-wave energy emitted by protruding vegetation. The

vegetation absorbs re.flected and incoming solar radiation, warms and subsequently

emits long-wave energy. In forested environments, reduced turbulent transfer by

horizontal advection compared to open environments is also expected, as the canopy

exerts a considerable drag which reduces wind speed near the snow surface.

Therefore, spatial variability in melt rate in a forest may not be dominated by

horizontal advection of sensible energy from exposed vegetation and ground, but

rather by heterogeneous emission of long-wave radiation from exposed vegetation.

This hypothesis was suggested by Verry et aI. (1983) with regard to aspen regrowth

in a clear-cut. Golding and Swanson (1986) supported this hypothesis by suggesting

that the difference in snow accumulation found in the north and south sectors of

forest clearings in western Alberta is due to ablation in the north sector which is a

function of solar angle and solar radiation reaching the snowcover and adjacent tree
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trunks. In the case of forested environments, the considerable mass in the lower

trunks and branches can act as a sink of short-wave radiation and a source of long

wave radiation controlled by the mass in the canopy, the transmissivity of the canopy

to short-wave radiation, and the albedos and emissivities of the vegetation elements.

The distribution of canopy elements is expected to affect the distribution ofmelt rate,

as areas of the snowcover in close proximity to any canopy elements receiving direct

solar radiation (trunks and lower branches) will in tum receive larger fluxes of long

wave emissions than other areas. As the snowcover melts away from the trees, the

effects of this uneven distribu�ion of long-wave fluxes will be diminished.

Turbulent transfer is expected to be less energetic under a forest canopy than

over open snowcovers. Forest snowcovers lie beneath the aerodynamic displacement

height with respect to the atmosphere above the canopy (Monteith, 1973), and hence

horizontal advection of sensible energy from trunks and exposed ground to snow may

be suppressed under a forest canopy in direct proportion to canopy density. Reduced

sub-canopy insolation and hence reduced heating of snow-free surfaces in the lower

canopy and forest floor will result in further suppression of this horizontal advection

of sensible heat under a dense canopy.

The energy balance of a boreal forest snowcover is therefore assumed to be

controlled by complex interactions between canopy density, the extinction of solar

radiation in the canopy, the distribution of canopy elements and long-wave radiation

fluxes, and the horizontal advection of sensible heat flux (in relation to sub-canopy

wind speeds) from tree trunks and the exposed ground .around the trunks. These
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complex interactions should result in variations in the melt rate and spatial

distribution ofmelt rate for different canopy types, and hence variations in the rate of

snowcover depletion. Changes in the amount of SWE at any point on the forest floor

reflects the energy or mass inputs at that point. So for a given canopy, establishing

the amount and distribution of SWE below the canopy prior to melt and monitoring

changes in these variables during melt are crucial steps to determine distribution of

melt rate and the overall effects of the canopy characteristics on the melt process.

1.1 Objectives

The specific objectives of this research were to:

1. determine the relationship between melt rate and SWE in forest environments;

2. model the effects of this relationship on the rate of snowcover depletion;

3. assess the implications of these effects on the ablation of snowcovers.
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2 LITERATURE SURVEY

2.1 Energetics of Snowmelt

If we consider a control volume of a snowcover, the energetics of snowmelt

are governed by the energy available for melt (Qm) expressed as:

* dU
Qm = Qs + QH + QE + Qg + Oav + - ,

dt
(2.1)

where:
•

net all-wave radiation to the snowcover,Qs =

QH = turbulent flux of sensible heat to snow,

QE = turbulent vapour flux to/from snow,

Qg = ground heat flux to/from the snow,

Qav = vertical advection to snow from rain, and

dUjdt = rate of change of internal energy of the snowcover,

and where fluxes directed towards and away from the snowcover are positive and

negative respectively, and all fluxes are expressed in units ofW·m-2• The first flux to

the right of the equality, Q;, can be easily measured or estimated, while the relative

size of the fluxes, and the ease with which they can be estimated, generally decreases

from left to right. For instance, the turbulent fluxes to snow (with capitalised

subscripts) are composed of turbulent exchange from the overlying canopy and

atmosphere and from locally advected energy. Advection can consist of local- and

6
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advection to the snowcover (QAL) can be some portion of the sensible heat generated

over upwind patches of "bare" ground (QHS) as the ground becomes exposed during

melt (Marsh et aI., 1997). The turbulent fluxes to the snowcover will also vary, and

will generally decrease as fetch length downwind from the edges of the snowcover

increases (Weisman, 1977). Under isothermal conditions at O°C (when U is

maximised), it can be assumed that the fmal term dUjdt becomes negligible. Prior

to the snowcover becoming isothermal, dUjdt is affected by temperature gradients,

meltwater movement through and refreezing in the snowcover (Marsh and Woo,

1984). Figure 2.1 depicts a schematic of the fluxes which can affect the control

volume of an isothermal and discontinuous snowcover in a cold regions environment.

2.1.1 Energetics at the Snow-Soil Interface

At the snow-soil interface the energetics involve a complex of processes

which are controlled by the production and infiltration of meltwater and the heat flux,

Qg' from the ground. In mid-winter, the ground is usually warm relative to the

snowcover, and Qg could be relatively large and positive (directed into the

snowcover). As the melt season approaches, Qg decreases to zero then becomes

negative (directed into the ground), when the snowcover warms relative to the frozen

ground. Infiltration rates and hence IQgl will vary inversely with the near-surface

moisture content of the ground (Kane and Stein, 1983), and IQgl will decrease with

time following the initiation of melt. The spatial distribution of frozen soil moisture
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content at the time of melt in forest soils is not well understood, but may influence

the spatial distribution of snowmelt energy early in the melt period. Zhao et al.

(1997) noted that IQgl declined to very small values (�2.5 W·m-2) after the first day

ofmeltwater inftltration.

AlMOSPHERE

SNOWCOVER
ISOTHERMAL, dUldi = 0

FROZEN; T< 0
GROUND

WARMAND WET

Figure 2.1. Schematic showing the control volume of a discontinuous snowcover

and directions of the energy fluxes during melt in an open and cold environment. A

portion of the vapour flux from "bare" ground (QEB) can contribute to local
advection. Wind direction is depicted by the local advection flux QAL.

2.1.2 Energetics at the Snow-Atmosphere Interface

The energetics at the snow-atmosphere interface are also complex, and

involve radiation inputs and outputs, turbulent transfer and rainfall.

2.1.2.1 Radiation Fluxes

Radiation fluxes are usually the most important source of snowmelt energy

and the most important component of the snowmelt -energy balance in cold

environments. The radiation balance or net all-wave radiation at the snow surface,
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Q; , is given as the sum of the net short-wave and net long-wave fluxes over snow in

the expression (Male and Granger, 1981):

(2.2)

where Gs is the global solar or incoming short-wave radiation over the snowcover, So

is the reflected or outgoing short-wave, and L, and Lo are the incoming and outgoing

long-wave respectively. For a complete snowcover without protruding vegetation,

Q; can represent up to 100% of Qm' with Gs being the dominant flux (Male and

Granger, 1981). Under such conditions energy inputs are uniformly distributed, and

L, is easily defined by the Stefan-Boltzmann relationship:

(2.3)

where ea is the emissivity of air in the long-wave portion of the spectrum, aSB is the

Stefan-Boltzmann constant (aSB = 5.67 x 10-8W·m -2
• K-4) and Ta is the absolute

temperature of the air (Kelvin). This relationship also defines the value of Lo as:

LO = es . (j SB
. r: , (2.4)

where es is the emissivity of snow in the long-wave portion of the spectrum, and Ts is

the absolute temperature of the snow (273.15 K for melting snow). So from the

snowcover depends on Gs and the albedo of the snow surface (as):

So = Gs ·as . (2.5)

Gray and Landine (1988) showed that the value of as in open environments decays

slowly from mid-winter to the onset ofmelt. Gray and Landine (1988) also showed

that exposure of ground during melt leads to decay of the areal albedo (aA), which
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eventually reaches a minimum equal to the albedo of the ground (aG). These albedos

are related to each other and to the fractional area of snowcover (SCA) in the

expression:

aA = as ·SCA +aG .(1- SCA) . (2.6)

In studying the ablation of prairie snowcovers, Shook (1993) showed that aA is

linearly related to SCA, which suggests that changes in as during melt can be

insignificant in open environments (see Pomeroy et aI., 1998). In boreal forest

environments, as has been shown to decrease during snowmelt because of leaf-litter

deposition and exposure (Hardy et aI., 1997).

Shook (1995) simulated the melting of a theoretical two-parameter log

normal distribution of SWE, and demonstrated that the depletion rate of snowcover

under spatially uniform melt-rate conditions depends on the initial frequency

distribution of SWE. Snowcover Depletion Curves (SDCs) are plots of SCA against

fraction of snowmelt energy. In his simulations, Shook (1995) generated SDCs

which showed that the depletion of a snowcover is more rapid for higher values of

the initial coefficient of variation (CV) of the SWE distribution (Cv = S / SWE ,

where S is the standard deviation of SWE and SWE is the mean). A reproduction of

some SDCs from Shook (1995) is shown in Fig. 2.2.
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Figure 2.2. Reproduction . from Shook (1995, "Figure 5.4. Theoretical prairie
snowcover areal-depletion curves") showing SDCs (SCA .vs. fraction of applied melt)
for different initial values of CVwith a spatially uniform melt rate applied.

2.1.2.2 Turbulent Fluxes

Shook (1995) built upon the earlier work of Weisman (1977), by suggesting

that the depletion of SCA will alter the energy inputs to Qm, because increasing

exposure of ground is associated with increased advection of sensible heat to the

snowcover. Weisman's model (1977) demonstrated that the input ofmelt energy to a

discontinuous snowcover will not be uniform, but will be distributed in a manner that

reflects fetch length downwind from the edge of the snowcover, wind speed,

stability, and the distribution of the turbulent advection fluxes. Field data from

Takahara and Higuchi (1985) and Shook and Gray (1997) supported this model.

Severe limitations are inherent in directly measuring the advection flux to a

snowcover, QAL, although the estimation and modelling of it has been attempted
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(Liston, 1995; Marsh et aI., 1997; Essery, 1997). The difficulty of isolating QAL

from the total heat flux to the snow, QH, limits our ability to measure them directly,

and stems from the increased blending (with height above the discontinuous

snowcover) of the heterogeneous-terrain effects imposed on the air stream. Attempts

at modelling QAL therefore often include an estimation of a blending height (the

approximate height at which the terrain effects on the turbulent fluxes become

homogenised), and this blending height will depend on the length scale of the

heterogeneities in the terrain (Blyth et al. 1993). The estimation of blending heights

is generally only accurate within an order of magnitude. Also, when the terrain

components are as different as snowcover is from exposed ground, and the directions

of the vertical fluxes QH and QHB are in opposition for each terrain component (see

Fig. 2.1), a further complication is introduced to the estimations. In their study at an

Arctic tundra site, Marsh et aI. (1997) suggested that the local component of QH

advected from "bare" ground can be estimated by using SeA, knowledge of QHB,

temperature at the 850mb level (an approximation of the maximum blending height

at approximately 1400 m asl), and a function Fs that expresses the portion of QHB

that is advected onto snow surfaces. With the changing length scales of the

heterogeneities associated with decreases in SeA, the actual blending height will

change, and Fs will decrease with SeA (Marsh et aI., 1997).

It has also been difficult to get accurate and reliable estimates of the vertical

fluxes QH and QE over snow surfaces by using wind speeds, vertical gradients of

temperature and humidity, and bulk transfer coefficients (Male and Granger, 1979).
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The bulk transfer coefficients for the transfer of sensible and latent heat (DH and DE

respectively) are effective time-averaged estimates of the eddy diffusivities (K; and

K, respectively). Kh and K; vary greatly with time and position, and are related to

QH and QE (W-m-2) respectively:

QH = -Pa -cp -Kh -(��), and
QE = -Pa - Av - Ke - (��),

(2.7)

(2.8)

where Pa and cp are the density (kg-m") and specific heat (�101O J-kg-1-K1)

respectively of air, "-v is the latent heat of vaporisation (�2_5 x 106 J'kg", @ O°C) for

water, Kh and K, are in units of kinematic viscosity (m2_s-1), and oTjiJz and oq foz are

the vertical gradients of temperature (K-m-1) and specific humidity (kg-kgi-m")

respectively. Similarly, the bulk transfer coefficients DH (J-m-3-K-1) and DE (J-m-3)

are related to QH and QE (W-m-2) respectively:

QH = - DH - Uz - (Tz - To) , and

QE = -DE -uz ·(qz -qo),

( 2.9)

(2.10)

where Uz, Tz and qz are the wind speed (m-s"), temperature (K) and specific humidity

(kg-kg") respectively at height z metres above the snow surface, and To and qo are the

temperature (K) and specific humidity (kg-kg") respectively at the snow-air interface.

Snowcovers tend to impose stability and dampen turbulent mixing due to their

physical properties - low thermal conductivities and surface roughness, and high

albedos and emissivities (Weisman, 1977; Male, 1980).
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For complete snowcovers in open environments, properly calibrated eddy

correlation devices can give reliable estimates of the instantaneous values .QH and

QE by Eqs. 2.7 and 2.8 respectively. However, for the heterogeneous surface of an

ablating snowcover, problems are introduced by the surface discontinuities. These

problems include convective instability over exposed ground, variable fetch length

and unknown blending height. The estimation of these fluxes over ablating

snowcovers, with eddy correlation devices, is therefore complicated by constantly

varying instrument footprints (the upwind surface area influencing instrument

readings). Because the bulk transfer coefficients are functions of both surface

roughness and atmospheric stability, their values over heterogeneous surfaces will

vary significantly in a given day with wind speed, wind direction, surface features,

fetch length and stability (Pomeroy and Goodison, 1997; Pomeroy et aI., 1998).

2.1.2.3 Mass Fluxes

The vertical advection of rainfall, Qav' brings into the snowcover control

volume the mass and specific heat of the rainfall (depending on its temperature and

volume) and its latent heat of fusion (depending on its volume only). In order to

estimate Qav' the depth of the rainfall (over the snowcover) and its temperature

(assumed to be air temperature) must be measured.

2.1.3 Canopy Effects in Forested Environments

Canopy cover exerts the following effects on snowmelt energetics:
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1. wind speeds will be suppressed within the canopy, below the zero-plane

displacement height (do) (Fig. 2.3) (Monteith, 1973);

2. as a function of winter canopy density, shortwave radiation will be extinguished

by the canopy (Pomeroy and Dion, 1996);

3. downward longwave radiation will be emitted by the canopy and influenced by

canopy coverage (Pomeroy and Dion, 1996);

4. leaf litter deposited from the canopy will lower the albedo of the snowcover

(Hardy et aI., 1997);
.

5. rainfall will be intercepted by and partially evaporated from the canopy, with

resulting heterogeneous throughfall and drip patterns (Lundberg, 1996);

6. interception of snowfall by the canopy and subsequent sublimation will lead to

lower SWE under dense canopies and a more variable SWE (Pomeroy et aI., 1998);

7. canopy cover will also effectively introduce a set of control volumes not present

in open environments: the canopy air and the canopy and trunk masses (Fig. 2.3).

Pomeroy and Granger (1997) demonstrated that the significance of the

turbulent transfer of sensible heat can vary under different canopy conditions.

Hashimoto et al. (1994) examined the influence of wind speeds under canopies

relative to wind speeds at an open site, and showed that turbulent transfer can become

important on warm, windy days. Male and Granger (1981) supported this with their

observation that the movement of a warm air mass into a forested region can initiate

spring snowmelt.
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The transmissivity of a canopy to solar radiation (tc) can be generalised by

Beer's Law in the following expression (van de Hulst, 1957):

Gs (_rt./)'tc =

Gc
= e

....
, (2.11)

where Gs and Gc are incoming global solar radiation reaching the top of the

snowcover and canopy respectively, e is the base of the natural logarithm, 1 (m) is the

atmosphere
canopy height, h

,

,

path length, l
l = b-:

sin(e)
,

snowcover

SWl angle
ground

Figure 2.3. Schematic depiction of the canopy effects on solar radiation, wind and
snowfall affecting the snowcover on the forest floor.
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path length of radiation transmitted through the canopy, and J3 (m") is the extinction

coefficient (see Fig. 2.3). Pomeroy and Dion (1996) defined I in terms of the canopy

height (h) and the elevation of the sun above the horizon (8 ):

1= hi
jsin(e) , (2.12)

and they defmed J3 as the dimensionless extinction efficiency (Qat) multiplied by the

horizontal surface area (which affects radiative transfer) per unit volume of canopy:

(2.13)

where LAF (m2·m-2) is the effective leaf area index (cumulative plan area of the

canopy which affects radiative transfer per unit area of ground).

Hashimoto et al. (1994) measured downward long-wave radiation in boreal

stands during snowmelt, and found that coniferous canopies exhibit higher downward

long-wave fluxes and higher melt rates than do deciduous canopies. This was likely

due to the higher leaf area and the higher absorption of incoming and back-scattered

short-wave radiation by the conifers. Hashimoto et al. modelled the incoming long-

wave using the atmospheric Li; the canopy transmissivity to atmospheric L;, an

average sub-canopy air temperature and the Stefan-Boltzmann relationship (Eq. 2.3).

Leafs and branches can become dislodged from the canopy throughout winter,

snow surface lowers the snow albedo, and will contribute to litter inclusions during

particularly on windy days during melt (field observations). Canopy litter on the

subsequent snowfall events. During melt, litter inclusions become exposed on the

surface of the snowcover and lower its albedo (field observations).
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Estimating the depth of rainfall or the distribution of throughfall for forested

environments is complicated by interception losses in the canopy and patterns of drip

through the canopy. Drip patterns vary with stand species. The two extremes found

are: the predominance of stem flow in aspen stands; and the drip rings at the outer

edges of branches in spruce stands. Various techniques have been used to estimate

throughfall, from placing trays under a single tree to sampling a transect through a

stand of trees using troughs (Lundberg, 1996). Establishing the spatial distribution of

throughfall is more difficult and has not been fully addressed.

While the spatial variation in snowfall is small at small scales (101 - 103 m),

the spatial variation (or frequency distribution) ofSWE on a forest floor is affected by

the distribution of the canopy elements: trunks, branches and leaves. This is due to

the interception of snow-fall in the canopy and its subsequent relocation to the forest

floor or loss through sublimation, which leads to decreases in SWE near trunks and to

deeper snow in the openings between trees. Woo and Steer (1986) and Sturm (1992)

showed that the depth of snow (ds) and SWE in a forest decrease with decreasing

distance to coniferous trunks. Sturm developed a relationship fitted to horizontal

tree-well profiles of snow depth. The relationship expressed depth of snow, ds, as a

function of radial distance from a tree trunk (DR)' and in relation to maximum depth

away from the effects of the tree (dmax) , minimum depth at the trunk (dmin) and a

fitting parameter (kt) related to the trunk diameter or crown radius:

ds(DR) = dmax + (dmin - dmax)e{�J
, (2.14)
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in which all measures are in em. Sturm found that, when kf is expressed in units of

em and plotted against tree-stem diameter at breast height (DBHT) in em, which is a

standard measure of trunk size in forestry practice, his field data, combined with that

ofWoo and Steer (1986), yielded the linear relationship kf= 57.3 + 3.1DBHr, with a

coefficient of determination R2 = 0.64. Sturm also stated that the parameter kfi for a

given tree, was nearly constant throughout the snow season, and that kf increased

rapidly as the spring melt began. Golding and Swanson (1986) observed that the

difference between snow accumulation in the north and south sectors of forest

clearings was due to snow ablation in the north sector, where exposure to solar

radiation was greater.

Impedance to turbulent transfer and conversion of shortwave radiation in the

canopy suggest control volumes not present in open environments. Figure 2.4

illustrates the control volumes and energy fluxes which a forest canopy can impose

on a melting snowcover.

2.2 Forest Snowmelt Models

2.2.1 Survey of Models

*

Price (1988) showed that, for a deciduous forest in eastern Ontario, Qs can

account for over 90% of snowmelt energy. Price developed simple regression

models to predict Q; based on average daily temperature and incoming short-wave

above the canopy. Similar regression models were developed by Prevost et al.
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(1991 ), for a balsam fir forest in southern Quebec, by correlating meltwater

production with radiation inputs, rainfall inputs and mean daily air temperatures.

AT.M:OSPHERE
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Figure 2.4. The effective divisions of control volumes and energy fluxes that can be

imposed by a forest canopy on an ablating snowcover.

Hardy et al. (1997) coupled the existing SNTHERM model of snowmelt at

open sites (Jordan, 1991) to the GORT model of radiation transmission through

forest canopies (Ni et aI., 1997) in order to model snowmelt under various boreal

forest stands. The SNTHERM model (Jordan, 1991) accounted for changes in snow

albedo due to sun angle, cloud cover and grain growth, and calculated energy and

mass exchanges above and below the snowcover. Hardy et al. (1997) modified
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SNTHERM to account for changes in snow albedo due to exposure of canopy litter

on the melting snowcover. They related wind speeds above the canopy to wind

speeds above the snowcover, then used those relationships along with bulk transfer

coefficients and gradients of temperature and humidity above the snowcover in order

to estimate the turbulent fluxes, and used sub-canopy air temperature with the Stefan

Boltzmann relationship to estimate long-wave fluxes (Hardy et aI., 1997).

Davis et aI. (1997) expanded on the work of Hardy et al.. They modelled the

effects of different stand characteristics - canopy density, species (black spruce and

jack pine) and tree height - on the snowmelt rate. Their modelling results suggested

that differences in coniferous species type alone should have limited effects. The

results also suggested that the higher values of canopy density and tree height found

in southern stands will lead to lower melt rates and increased relative contributions of

long-wave and turbulent fluxes to Qm' while the lower values of canopy density and

tree height found in northern stands will lead to higher melt rates and the dominance

of solar-radiation input. Metcalfe and Buttle (1995 and 1997) developed

relationships between canopy densities, represented as gap fractions (the fraction of

sky visible to a sensor located beneath a canopy), and melt rates - in a low-relief

boreal forest basin for two melt seasons (1994 and 1995). Their empirical

relationships supported the work of Davis et aI. (1997), by predicting higher melt

rates for higher gap fractions, but the form of the relationships varied with climatic

conditions (between seasons). They also demonstrated that the depletion ofSeA was

more rapid with higher gap fractions.
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Donald et al. (1995) incorporated different frequency distributions of SWE in

their simulations of SDCs for different land cover types (including open and forested

sites), and compared their simulations to measured data. Their simulations were

similar to those of Shook (1995), except that they solved for SCA with analytical

equations and included mixed-wood forest in their study. For the mixed wood, their

data was limited to SCA greater than 85% (estimated from fraction of zero depth

measurements). For SCA less than 100% (in the mixed wood), their data indicated a

much lower SCA than did their simulations.

2.2.2 Model Deficiencies

Empirical models such as those of Price (1988) and Prevost et al. (1991) have

varying success in predicting snowmelt rates, due to the variation about the

regression lines, and they are generally only locally-applicable. The models ofHardy

et al. (1997) and Davis et al. (1997) did not take into account the spatial distribution

ofSWE, except to define cones of shallow snow around tree trunks (called tree wells),

and neither did they account for a distribution of melt rate. Metcalfe and Buttle

(1997) accounted for the effects of differences in gap fraction and SWE on melt

rates, but only at the stand scale, and their regression models cannot account for

climatic variables. Donald et al. (1995) accounted for the small-scale frequency

distribution ofSWE, but they did not consider the distribution ofmelt rate caused by a

forest canopy and its effects - their simulations accordingly fit the data from their

open sites better than for their forest sites.
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3 METHODOLOGY

3.1 Study Sites

The energetics of snowmelt were examined at five study sites during the 1997

melt season. The study sites consisted of distinct boreal forest environments within

the southern fringe of the circumpolar boreal forest ecosystem, just north of the

transition zone between the Canadian prairies and the boreal forest. The five sites

included a recent clear-cut (Clearcut), a recent burn (Burn), and mature stands of

mixed wood (Mixed), jack pine (Pine) and black spruce (Spruce). These sites were

established as part of the National Hydrology Research Institute experimental

program in the Prince Albert Model Forest, which began in the fall of 1993.

3.1.1 Location of Study Sites

All sites were located in the central area of the Province of Saskatchewan, in

the vicinity of Prince Albert National Park. The Clearcut and Burn were located just

east of the park, and the other sites were in the park on the eastern side, in the lower

Beartrap Creek drainage basin just south of Waskesiu Lake (Fig. 3.1). Table 3.1

outlines latitude-longitude coordinates and some of the canopy parameters for each

site, after Pomeroy et al. (1997).
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Figure 3.1. Location of the five study sites in central Saskatchewan, Canada.

Table 3.1. Latitude-longitude coordinates and canopy parameters of five study sites.
Site Clearcut Burn Mixed Pine Spruce

latitude 53°59.10'N 54°01.63'N 53°53.56'N 53°52.23'N 53°53.17'N

longitude 105°54.79'W 105°27.07'W 106°07.24'W 106°07.75'W 106°07. 18'W

LAI' 0.06 0.23 0.7 2.2 4.1

Canopy Coverage 4% ? 40% 82% 92%

maximum height 1m 10m 26m 22m 15 m

3.1.2 Description of Study Sites

The findings of a forest mensuration conducted in mid-October of 1994, at

three of the study sites (Mixed, Pine and Spruce), are summarised in Table 3.2
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(Halliwell and Apps, 1997). The following is an outline of site conditions just prior

to the 1997 spring season study period, paraphrased from Pomeroy et al. (1997).

Table 3.2. Forest mensuration summary for three sites (Halliwell and Apps, 1997).
Measurement/Site Mixed Pine Spruce

Date (y/m/d) 94110/16 94/10114 94/10/15

Basal area, live (m2 ha-l) 32.9 40.2 45.9

Basal area, dead (m2 ha-l) 2.3 8.0 3.4

Stem density, live (ha-l) 1026 1470 6284

Stem volume, live (�3 ha-l) 286 353 254

Biomass (t ha-l) 165 175 138

DBHT (em) 21.3 18.6 11.8

Standard deviation (em) 5.7 5.3 4.7

Number 0/ trees in sample 46 42 43

Average tree height (m) 20.5 19.9 13.7

Standard deviation (m) 3.3 2.1 4.3

Number of trees in sample 10 10 10

The Clearcut site, located in the Bittern Creek basin, was covered with spruce

and some aspen prior to being logged in the fall of 1990. It was trenched and

replanted to white spruce in 1992, and the regenerating aspen were cut back in mid-

June, 1996. The ground is littered with young aspen cuttings and the occasional log,

and much of the soil surface remains exposed. By the spring of 1997 the replanted

spruce were from 0.3 to 1.0 metres tall, growing in sheltered furrows, some aspen

had again reached 1.0 metres, and LAr was estimated at 0.06 m2·m-2 with 4% canopy

coverage of the sky.
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The Burn site, located near Snowfield Lake, was previously covered with

dense black spruce up to 10 metres tall. All branches and foliage were completely

burned in the "Monday Fire" of June, 1995, leaving only charred trunks with no

living vegetation and reducing much of the organic soil to ash. Notable regrowth of

deciduous vegetation occurred in the first year following the fire. By the spring of

1997 the highest regrowth was about o.s metres tall, most of the original spruce

trunks were still standing up to 10 metres tall, though some had fallen or were

leaning over at varying angles, and LAr was estimated at 0.23 m2·m-2• Canopy

coverage was not estimated for the Burn.

The Mixed site, located within the Beartrap Creek basin near its outflow, is on

a knoll in the rolling terrain of an upland glacial till consisting of clay-silt with

boulders. It is covered by a mixture ofmature white spruce (Picea glauca) and aspen

(Populus tremuloides) with an undergrowth of grasses and bearberry bushes.

Approximately 2S% of the trees are white spruce up to IS metres in height, and the

remainder are aspen up to 26 metres. LAr was estimated at 0.7 m2·m-2 with 40%

canopy coverage.

The Pine site, located within the Beartrap Creek basin on well drained sandy

soils, is covered with a mature stand of Jack Pine (Pinus banksiana) up to 22 metres

tall, with a sparse undergrowth of deciduous and bearberry bushes. LAr was

estimated at 2.2 m2·m-2 with 82% canopy coverage.

The Spruce site is located in the Beartrap Creek basin in a low-lying bench of

organic soils overlying silt. It is covered with a stand of very dense black spruce
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(Picea mariana) up to 12 metres tall with an undergrowth of labrador tea bushes and

sphagnum moss, and the occasional pine or larch reaches to 15 metres. LAr was

estimated at 4.1 with 92% canopy coverage.

3.2 Method

3.2.1 Description ofMeasurements

Data-loggers (21X, CRIO) were powered with 12-volt batteries whichwere

kept charged with solar panels and voltage regulators. Various electronic instruments

were wired from their fixed locations to the data-loggers. The data-loggers were

programmed to convert a continuous stream of instrument readings into data values,

using calibration coefficients and formulas individual to each instrument. The data

values from all fixed instruments were stored in the data-logger for each half-hour

period before being averaged, then the time and the averaged half-hour data values

were transferred to the storage module. The data was stored in this fashion as

comma-delineated ASCII text files. The half-hour averages were periodically

downloaded to an "Ogivar" lap-top, and later read into spreadsheets for analysis on a

desktop computer.

Hygrothermometers ("Vaisala" HMP35C and HMP35CF) were deployed to

obtain air temperatures just above the snowcover. Net all-wave radiometers were

deployed at 3.85 metres above the ground at the Clearcut and at 1 metre above the

ground at the other four sites. These consisted of a "Delta-T" tube at the Pine site,

and "Rebs" twin-hemispherical domes at the other four sites. A number of heat flux
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plates (1 to 4) at each site also measured the ground heat flux at the soil-organic

interface. A sonic ranging instrument ("SR50") at each site measured the depth of

snow at one point on the ground. Two University of Saskatchewan "Optoelectronic

Snow Particle Detectors" (Brown and Pomeroy, 1989) provided an indication of

snowfall activity at the Pine site. A regular infrared pulse is emitted and received

across a gap on this device. When a pulse is interrupted by a snow particle crossing

the gap, the interrupt is recorded on the data-logger as a particle count.

Digital cameras ("Logitech Fotoman") were deployed at the Pine and Bum

sites, to provide a means of estimating the depletion of SeA during melt. Each grey

scale digital image from the Fotoman was 496 by 360 pixels, with each of the 178560

pixels in an image registering an intensity from 0 to 255. Mocha Image Analysis

software (Version 1.2.10) from Jandel Scientific was used to derive SeA from each

image, by using a threshold intensity to distinguish snow pixels from exposed ground

and canopy elements. A baseline image, with complete snowcover, established a

benchmark number of snow pixels for 100% SeA.

A Nipher Gauge at each site provided an indication of the amount of

precipitation reaching the ground during snowfall events. Each gauge consisted of a

cylinder within a Nipher wind shield. The cylinder was replaced weekly when

precipitation was evident - the contents were melted and poured into a graduated

cylinder to determine precipitation. At each site a snow course was marked with ten

stakes (numbered 1 to 10), which were spaced at intervals of approximately 5 to 10

metres along a transect. Table 3.3 outlines all instrument locations (site and elevation
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above ground) and the approximate lengths of the snow courses.

Prior to significant melt, coring tubes ("ESC" and "Mt Rose") provided

samples of snow density (Ps) during snow surveys. Each tube is graduated .in cm and

was used in conjunction with a calibrated weigh scale and cradle. When the tube was

weighed empty and with a snow core, the difference between the before and after

readings, on the calibrated scale, divided by the depth of the core (in ern) gave the

density of the snow sample (in gm-cm"), Multiplying this measurement of Ps by 103

converted the units of p; to kg-m".

Table 3.3. Outline of site instrumentation and snow-course length at five study sites.

Measurement/Site Clearcut Burn Mixed Pine Spruce
air temperature Vaisala@ 1 m Vaisala@ 1 m Vaisala@ 1 m Vaisala@ 1 m Vaisala@ I m

Q" above ground Rebs@3.S5m Rebs@ 1 m Delta-T@ 1 m Delta-T@ I m Rebs@lm
ground heatflux 2 plates 1 plate 3 plates 4 plates I plate

snow depth SRSO@2.0m SRSO@2.0m SRSO@2.0m SRSO@ 1.5 m SRSO@ 1.5 m

particle detection @5m&20m
snow-covered area Fotoman@5 m Fotoman@ 11 m

precipitation N.G.@2.0m N.G.@ 1.5 m N.G.@ 1.5 m N.G.@ 1.5 m N.G.@ 1.5 m

snow-course length -75 m -45 m -SOm -100m -60m

When obtaining snow cores became difficult due to melt, the "Radiological

Snow Sampler" device (University of Saskatchewan) provided snow density during

snow surveys. This device includes a low intensity gamma radiation source on the

end of a snow rod, which is inserted vertically through the snowcover to ground

level, with a gamma particle scintillation detector above the snow surface, which is

affixed to the device framework and connected by cable to a scaler. The scaler
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readings consisted of sampled gamma particle counts registered by the scintillation

detector for 1 minute time periods. Two calibration blocks included on the device, of

known density and different known lengths, can be pivoted into and out of position

between the source and detector while the source is horizontal with and a known

distance from the detector, thereby enabling the operator to periodically calibrate the

source (usually before and after each set of snow readings). The snow rod functions

as a ruler and slides within a fixed vernier scale. This allowed the taking of

measurements to estimate distance from source to detector, distance through snow

from source to detector, and depth of snow, ds. The measurements and readings

taken with this device were recorded in a field notebook. Estimates of ds, Ps and

SWE were obtained later using a program on the "Ogivar", which accepts (as input) a

text file containing the measurements and readings (in a specific format) and outputs

each estimate of ds with a corresponding estimate of Ps and SWE. A metre rule was

also used during snow surveys, in conjunction with this device and the coring tubes,

to obtain separate samples of ds along each snow course

A Snow Density Kit ("Hydro-Tech") provided estimates of snow density in

different layers of the snowcover. A snow pit was excavated at each site before or

after a snow survey was conducted, to reveal any layering in the snowcover profile

and to obtain density readings in each layer. The depth and density of each layer was

recorded in a field notebook, using a metre rule along with the calibrated scoops and

weighing scale included in the kit. From these records, a weighted average of density

through the snowcover profile ( p Sw ) was computed:
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where d, and Pi are the thickness and measured density respectively of each of the n

discernible layers in the snow-pit profile.

3.2.2 Estimation ofMelt and Melt-Rate Distribution

Each snow survey consisted of approximately 50 to 100 snow depth

measurements taken with a metre rule (to the nearest 0.5 em) at one metre intervals

along the snow course (to the nearest 5 em), beginning at the first numbered stake

and continuing along the length of the course to the tenth stake, and up to ten snow

density measurements taken at random points along the snow course. From this data,

an estimation of mean SWE (SWE) and the distribution of SWE at each site was

derived foreach survey.

At any given instance during melt, while a snowcover undergoes diurnal

freeze-thaw cycles, the rate at which energy becomes available for melt, Qm' is

summed up by Eq. 2.1. However, the total energy per unit area (QM ) required to

melt a snowcover, which is isothermal (at O°C) and of known SWE, is:

(3.2)

where QM is in MJ·m-2, Iv is the latent heat of fusion of water (0.3337 MJ·kg-1),

SWE is the mean SWE per unit area of ground (nun, or kg-m"), and p is the non-

liquid fraction of SWE in the snowcover (p:::::0.96). The value of p will vary
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depending on temperature, snow density, grain size and the opportunity for drainage

ofwater from the snowcover.

It was assumed that spatial variation or diurnal changes inp could be ignored.

Then, between consecutive surveys at a given site, the change in SWE (MWE) at any

sampled point in the snowcover was taken as the melt (mm). From these point

estimations of melt, a distribution of melt rate was derived for each pair of

consecutive surveys.
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4 DISTRIBUTION OF SWE

In order to quantify the melt and the distribution ofmelt rate, it was necessary

to determine the distribution of SWE in the snowcover, at each study site, before and

during the melt event The SWE at each sampled point was derived from

corresponding estimates of ds and Ps at that point:

SWE = ds' PS' (4.1)

where ds is in m, Ps is in kg-m", and SWE is in kg-m' or mm SWE.

4.1 Depth, Density and SWE

The density of snow varies less than the depth of snow, therefore fewer

density measurements are required to estimate the mean density (ps) than are

required to estimate mean depth (ds). However, a complex interplay of processes

acting on or within the snowcover may lead to variations in Ps within the snowcover

and a covariance between ds and Ps ( (j d p ):
s s

(4.2)
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where N is the population size, and (j d p is in mm if depth measurements are in
s s

metres. This covariance can be temporal or spatial, depending on the data set. A

temporal covariance is expected as ds decreases over time with corresponding

increases in p s during dry- and wet-snow metamorphism. Snow metamorphism is

the transformation of fine snow crystals into coarser grains due to moisture migration

along pressure gradients (Langham, 1981). A spatial covariance can exist at a point

in time, and is expected where the metamorphic processes are spatially distributed -

particularly if they are distributed in a manner similar to the distribution of SWE.

Where there is negligible spatial covariance, Eq. 4.1 can be used to estimate the 'mean

areal snow water equivalent of the snowcover (SWE), from ds and p s , and also to

estimate SWE at any point, from ds at that point and p s .

4.1.1 Processes Affecting Densification

Equi-temperature and temperature-gradient metamorphism (growth of snow

crystals through moisture migration along vapour-pressure gradients, induced. by

34

crystal curvature and temperature gradients respectively), the unloading of snow

clumps from the canopy, and wet-snow metamorphism (growth of snow crystals

through migration and re-freezing of liquid water in the snowcover, due to melting,

rainfall or dripping from the canopy) are all processes which can effect changes in ds

and Ps in the snowcover. The general effect of all these processes is the densification

of the snowcover, which is due to crystal growth and settling. Any spatial variation



in the application of these processes can affect the spatial distribution of Ps within the

snowcover, and will foster a relationship between ds and Ps if the application of any

process is distributed in tandem with the distribution of ds.

In some instances, long-wave fluxes into the snowcover may be more intense

nearer to trunks where the snow is more shallow, particularly as the penetration of

solar radiation through the canopy increases with increase in average daily sun

elevation. This means that, as sun elevation and the energy available for melt

increases, the potential for uneven distribution ofmelt energy into the snowcover will

also increase below a forest canopy. Higher melt rates for shallow snow could then

lead to more rapid densification for shallow snow and a negative covariance between

ds and Ps. Appendix A illustrates how, even with the uniform application of melt

energy, the shallower snow can densify more rapidly than deeper snow and result in a

negative covariance between ds and Ps- Such a scenario depends on the capacity for

the snowcover to retain meltwater and the decay of that capacity with time (Marsh,

1991), on variation in ds, and on crystal growth during diurnal thaw-freeze cycles.

4.1.2 Covariance ofDensity with Depth

Because of the complex interplay of processes causing densification of snow

in forest snowcovers, a significant spatial covariance between the depth and density

of snow may develop at any given time. Any significant covariance must be applied

in estimating SWE, the distribution ofSWE, and changes in SWE , in order to quantify

the melt and any distribution of melt rate during periods of active melt. When
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cr d p is significant and cannot be ignored, Eq. 4.1 requires a correction for
s s

covariance when estimating SWE (Steppuhn, 1976):

-- --

SWE = Ps ·ds +crdsPs (4.3)

The sample covariance (Sd p ) was estimated using corresponding paired
s s

measurements of ds and Ps from each snow survey conducted between February 5

and April 24, 1997. With ds converted to metres, the unbiased estimate of Sd p was
s s

calculated as:

(4.4)

where d, and p s
are the respective sample means of the corresponding ds and Ps

measurements, in n pairs, and Sd p is in units equivalent to mm of SWE. A time
s s

series of the results for the Pine site is shown in Fig. 4.1, which suggests a trend for

covariance to become more negative with time. Time series of the results for the

other four sites are plotted in Appendix B, and do not show such a trend. The

fluctuations in the covariance were a concern, particularly because they appeared to

be greater during the melt period, which was the period of greatest interest for

isolating any spatial covariance between depth and density of snow. Also, any

development of a spatial covariance was expected to be a gradual, incremental

process. Therefore, further analysis of the data from the snow surveys was required,

to determine if there were times when a significant relationship between depth and

density did exist. Any given survey consisted of from two to ten measurements of
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snow density with corresponding depth measurements. Because of low degrees of

freedom and measurement errors, a strategy for further analysis of this data was

needed to isolate a possible relationship.

4 Pine
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Figure 4.1. Time series of covariance between ds and Ps at the Pine site, calculated
from surveys conducted in spring 1997.

To compensate for the low degrees of freedom in each snow survey,

consecutive surveys were combined into time periods of uniform conditions. These

time periods were then examined for significant covariance between ds and Ps- In

determining appropriate time periods (when snowcover stability could be

characterised) three distinct periods were evident. These were:

(1) an extensive period before melt when the snowcover was cold and dry, from

mid-winter to the onset ofmelt (Feb 5 - Mar 19), termed Pre-Melt;

(2) a subsequent period when melt was interrupted by cold and/or complicated by

a snowfall or rainfall event (Mar 20 - Apr 11), termed Early-Melt; and
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(3) a short period when melt was steady, rapid and uncomplicated by precipitation

events (Apr 12 - 24), termed Active-Melt.

These periods are illustrated in time series, of snow depth and of daily maximum and

minimum air temperatures, which are shown for each study site in Fig. 4.2(a-e). The

snow-depth time series are highlighted for days on which surveys with two or more

density measurements were conducted, and groupings of consecutive surveys are

separated into the three periods (Pre-, Early- and Active-Melt). As these periods

were analysed for significant relationships between ds and Ps, the Active-Melt period

was focused on as the period of most interest, because it represented the period of

most significance to the objectives of this thesis - to describe the distribution of

melt rate and its effects on the depletion of boreal forest snowcovers.

As a measure of linear association, the Pearson product-moment sample

correlation coefficient (r) was used here to determine the significance of measured

covariance. When r is squared, the result is known as the coefficient of

determination (R\ numerically the same for a sample or population. K signifies the

percentage of the total variance which is explained by the covariance, and is

computed for a sample by dividing the square of the sample covariance by the

product of the individual sample variances (Hirsch et al., 1993):

(4.5)

where Sd2 and S2 are the individual sample variances, the squares of the respective
s Ps
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Figure 4.2(a-e}. Time series of maximum (-) and minimum (---) daily temperatures
at 1 metre above ground, and mean daily snow depth (++) at SR50 sonic sounder

locations, for five study sites during the spring of 1997. Surveys are highlighted (.),
when two or more pairs of corresponding ds and Ps measurements were taken.
Vertical lines separate surveys into groups within the three labelled periods (Pre-,
Early- and Active-Melt). The Active-Melt period was used in the analysis of Sd p •

s s
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sample standard deviations ( Sd and Sp ). The latter are calculated as for Sd :
S S s

(4.6)

where quantities on the right of the equalities are as in Eq. 4.4. Therefore, the

dimensionless quantity r is related to the sample covariance and the sample standard

deviations (Ebdon, 1985; Hirsch et al., 1993):

(4.7)

and a significance test exists for r, based on the Student's t distribution with n - 2

degrees of freedom, where n is the sample size. The relationship of r to the test

statistic t is outlined in Appendix C. Figure 4.3 shows the relationships between ds

and Ps for Pre-, Early- and Active-Melt at the Pine site, and the R2 value for the

Active-Melt period. The results for the other four sites are shown in Appendix D.

The significance of the Active-Melt regressions for all five study sites are

outlined in Table 4.1, with the covariance expressed in nun of SWE. All the

covariance values which are less than 1 nun of SWE (those for the Burn, Pine and

Spruce sites) were insignificant up to the 20% level and were ignored. Also, at the

Clearcut site the covariance was deemed low enough to be ignored - it was less than

1.5 nun of SWE and significant only at 20%. A positive covariance of 1.9 nun at the

Mixed site indicated significance even at 1%. This warranted further analysis,

because a negative covariance such as given for the Pine and Spruce sites was

expected, given current understanding of some processes that affect densification (see
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Figure 4.3. Relationships between ds and Ps at Pine site during spring of 1997.

Table 4.1. Active-Melt covariance (in mm of SWE) at five sites, with degrees of
freedom and Pearson r values, and corresponding rcrit values at five significance
levels. When Irl > rerit the regression is significant at <1, and rcrit is bolded in italics.

Study Active-Melt Period rerit @ five significance levels, a (two-tailed)
Sites COV(mm) n-2 r 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.1 0.2

Burn 0.13 15 0.0447 0.606 0.558 0.482 0.412 0.327

Clearcut 1.13 12 0.4171 0.661 0.612 0.532 0.458 0.365
Mixed 1.86 44 0.3768 0.376 0.342 0.291 0.246 0.193
Pine -0.83 30 -0.1936 0.449 0.409 0.349 0.296 0.233

Spruce -0.01 34 -0.0018 0.424 0.386 0.329 0.279 0.219

Section 4.1.1). For the Mixed site during Active-Melt, the process affecting

densification was expected to be exclusively wet-snow metamorphism from melt.

With shallow snow and higher long-wave fluxes nearer to tree trunks, shallow snow

should densify more rapidly than the deeper snow farther from trees. This should

subsequently lead to shallow snow being denser than deep snow (a negative spatial
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covariance between ds and Ps). Furthermore, the daily covariance computed for that

period at the Mixed site never exceeded 1 mm of SWE, as shown by the horizontal

line in Fig. B-I(c) (see Appendix B). Therefore, at this point in the data analysis, the

computed covariance for Active-Melt at the Mixed site (which was less than 2 mm of

SWE) was still not confirmed as due to a significant spatial covariance between ds and

Ps·

4.1.3 Densification OVer Time

Densification occurs over time with corresponding decreases in depth as a

snowcover ages first and then ripens during melt. The continuing increase in p, over

time was examined as an essential step to quantifying SWE, the spatial variation in

SWE, and SWE at any given time.

Figure 4.4 shows, for the Pine site, a time series of changes in mean density.

Density measurements were averaged according to measurement technique, and all

measurements from surveys and snow pits were combined without weighting to

produce a composite of changes in p s over time. A trend of increased density over

time is clearly indicated, with some noise - which was likely introduced by both

measurement error and the precipitation events of Early-Melt. Results for the other

sites are shown in Appendix E, and depict similar trends and noise. Figure 4.5 shows

the composites of p s for all sites displayed together.
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Figure 4.4. Change in average snow density over time from surveys and snow pits at

the Pine site. Density measurements from gamma counts, snow cores and snow pits
are combined to give a composite of changes in p s over time.
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combined to give a composite of changes in p s over time.
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It was evident from Fig. 4.5, and shown more clearly in Fig. E-3, that the

average sampled density did not increase during Active-Melt at the Mixed site. This

suggested a degree of measurement error, due to extreme heterogeneity of forest

types and a sample size that was small with respect to the variation in SWE and

possible melt regimes. The positive covariance for the Mixed site, shown in Fig 0-3

and Table 4.1, was therefore examined for temporal trend. Corresponding density

and depth measurements surveyed at that site, and used in the covariance analysis

during the Active-Melt period (Fig. 0-3), were averaged for each survey and plotted

in Fig. 4.6. The linear regression clearly shows the trend in the data. It was evident,

from comparing the slope and intercept of the regression line in Fig. 4.6 with those of

the regression in Fig. 0-3, that the covariance evident in Fig. 0-3 was strongly

influenced by the temporal trend depicted in Fig. 4.6. Therefore, the relationship was

likely not from a spatial covariance but rather from a temporal one. The relationship

was therefore not applied in estimating SWE by Eq. 4.1. Rather, corrected estimates

of P s , at all five study sites, were used in combination with all measurements of ds

from the surveys conducted, to establish the distribution of SWE at each site (see next

Section: 4.2).

Corrections to the sampled p s were necessary because of the noise

introduced by measurement error. In some instances during Active-Melt, when

SWE, ds and SeA were obviously diminishing, fluctuations in the measured p s

were such that when Ps and ds were applied to Eq. 4.1, an increase in SWE was
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indicated. Such an increase in SWE was impossible as there was no precipitation.

The corrections were made to preserve mass continuity, with the assumption that P s

was linearly related to ds during melt - different rates of melt densification should

result in proportional decreases in depth, because ds, Ps and SWE are linearly related

by Eq. 4.1. This is illustrated in Appendix F, where a simulation of melt

densification yielded a linear relationship between p s and ds , with changing melt

rates over time. Figure 4.7 shows, for the Pine site, plots of the composites of p s

against ds (with the fitted linear relationship), for each survey date following April 1

(when the last major snowfall event of the season occurred) until the end of Active-

Melt. This was repeated for the other sites, and the results are shown in Appendix G.

The linear relationships were then applied to get corrected estimates of p s from ds ,
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Figure 4.6. Surveyed p s with corresponding ds during Active-Melt, Mixed site.
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Figure 4.7. Correcting estimates of p s to a linear trend, Pine site.

for the period following April 1 - except at the Mixed site, where no trend was clear

(assumed to be due to measurement error). For the Mixed site, estimates of p s for

the period were corrected to an average of all Ps measurements taken after April 1.

4.2 Frequency Distribution of SWE

The log-normal probability density function has been used extensively to

describe hydrological data. The two-parameter log-normal distribution was used in

this analysis to describe the distribution of SWE, particularly during Pre-Melt and

Early-Melt - prior to appreciable melt. In terms of its transform, y = In(SWE), the

two-parameter log-normal frequency distribution expresses the relative frequency of

the natural variable SWE as (Stedinger et aI., 1993):

J(SWE) =
1 .exp[-.!.(y_:y)2J,SWE.&.Sy 2 Sy

(4.8)
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where y is the mean and Sy is the standard deviation of the transformed variable. In

the frequency analysis of hydrologic data, the linear form of a distribution is often

used for practical applications (Shook, 1995). The linear form of the log-normal,

which employs the frequency factor method ofChow (1954), can be expressed as:

SWE = SWE(l + KeV) , or

SWE = SWE +KS , or

K = (SWE -SWE) / S ,

where: SWE = the natural value of SWE having an exceedance

probability, P(SWE), equal to that ofK, P(K),
SWE = arithmetic mean of the natural SWE values,
CV = coefficient of variation of the natural SWE values,
S = standard deviation of the natural SWE values, and
K = the frequency factor of the natural SWE values.

( 4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)

For the transformed data, y = In(SWE), the frequency factor K; which has an

exceedance probability equal to that ofK is (Shook, 1995):

(4.12)

where y and Sy are as in Eq. 4.8, and are derived from the standard deviation, S,

.and mean, SWE, of the natural variable (Stedinger et aI., 1993):

and
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When the log-transforms are normally distributed, the coefficient of skew for the

population (Yy) will be zero, the frequency factor K, is the well known z-statistic of

the normal distribution, and the exceedance probability of Ky' P( Ky), is described

by the integration of the standard normal frequency distribution (see Appendix H).

Therefore, with the assumption that Yy = 0, a theoretical log-normal distribution was

fitted to a sampled distribution ofSWE by the following method (Shook, 1995).

Shook (1995) established, for a set of n observations of SWE, an estimate of

the exceedance probability of each observation, P(SWE), using the Weibull plotting

position formula promoted by Gumbel (1958):

P(SWE) = _!!!_ ,

n+l
(4.15)

in which m is the rank of each observation, and the largest observation has a rank of 1

and the smallest a rank of n. The Weibull formula gives the best unbiased estimate of

the exceedance probability, from ranked data, and is independent of the underlying

distribution (Stedinger et al., 1993). For each observation of SWE, P(SWE) = P(K) =

P(K; ), and 1 _ P(SWE) = F(SWE) is the cumulative frequency of the observation. It

follows that F(SWE) = F(Ky) for each observation. Shook used the inverse of the

standard normal cumulative distribution for F(SWE), to calculate a corresponding

value of Ky for each observation. Then the corresponding K-values for the observed

data were calculated as (Chow, 1954):

(s K _ S:)Y Y
2

K = _e_===--_I
�eS: -I

(4.16)
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The frequency distribution of SWE was sampled at the Pine site early in the

Pre-Melt period (on February 5 1997, Julian day 36), well before maximum

accumulation or any discernible melt. That snow survey consisted of over 100 point

measurements of ds and 3 point measurements of Ps. Each ds measurement was

converted to SWE, using the best estimate of p s and Eq. 4.1, and the distribution was

analysed after Shook (1995) and plotted in Fig. 4.8. The plot shows that the sampled

frequency distribution of SWE closely fit the log-normal. The SWE distributions at

the other four sites were 'not sampled prior to Early-Melt. However, it was suggested

from these mid-winter results for the Pine site, that the processes which affected the

accumulation of a forest snowcover (reduced wind speeds through the canopy,

interception of snowfall in the canopy, and redistribution of intercepted snow from

the canopy to the atmosphere and forest floor - by sublimation and unloading

respectively) does result in a log-normal distribution ofSWE.

4.2.1 Early-Melt Frequency Distribution

Just into Early-Melt (March 25, 26 and 27), the frequency distributions of

SWE at each of the five sites were sampled. These were analysed by the same method

used on Pre-Melt survey at the Pine site. With one exception (at the Mixed site),

these distributions also closely fit the log-normal. For the distribution at the Mixed

site, a few of the lowest values of SWE depart.�d from the log-normal fit. Figure 4.9

shows the resulting plot for the Pine site, where the distribution conformed well to

the log-normal. The plots for the other sites are shown in Appendix I.
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Figure 4.8. February 5 1997 (Julian day 36) Pre-Melt survey at the Pine site, with
the sampled distribution of SWE against frequency factor K, and the linear fit of the

log-normal distribution ofSWE for the measured SWE and S, after Shook (1995).
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Figure 4.9. March 27 1997 (Julian day 86) Early-Melt survey at the Pine site, with
the sampled distribution of SWE against frequency factor K, and the linear fit of the

log-normal distribution of SWE for the measured SWE and S , after Shook (1995).
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The departure from the log-normal distribution at the Mixed site was confined

to the lowest values of SWE, and was assumed to be caused by increased long-wave

fluxes and higher melt or evaporation rates to the shallow snow around trunks. A

similar effect was observed at the Pine site, later into Early-Melt (Appendix 1). The

earlier occurrence of this effect at the Mixed site was attributed to higher

transmission of solar radiation through the more open canopy there. However, what

these two mature canopies had in common was a relatively low density of large tree

trunks (see Table 3.2). 'This arrangement of trunk mass provided localised sinks for

solar radiation and sources of long-wave emissions.

This early evidence of melt-rate distribution could not be used in the analysis

covered later in Chapter 5. This was because of the precipitation events which

occurred during Early-Melt (see Fig. 4.2 and Appendix K) - any snow accumulation

(or rainfall) between two consecutive surveys precluded using those surveys to

estimate melt. Because of Early-Melt precipitation, none of the surveys conducted

prior to April 10 could be used in the analysis ofmelt-rate distribution.

The surveys of April 10 and 11, conducted just prior to Active-Melt, were

used as the initial point of reference to establish melt and melt-rate distribution

throughout Active-Melt. Beginning with the surveys of April 10, and for each

subsequent survey through Active-Melt, the next step in the analysis was to establish

the distributions ofSWE, SWE , and changes in these variables.
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4.2.2 Effects ofActive-Melt on the Frequency Distribution

The corrected estimates of P s , established in Section 4.1, were used here to

determine the distributions of SWE during various stages of melt - an essential step

in the analysis, required before any distribution ofmelt rate could be described. The

frequency distribution could depart significantly from the log-normal during melt, as

a consequence of an uneven distribution ofmelt rate. In conducting this analysis, the

following three assumptions were made:

(1) distribution of SWE below a forest canopy is related to distribution of canopy

elements, with deeper snow being farther from tree trunks;

(2) distribution of melt rate is similarly related to distribution of canopy

elements, with shallow snow nearest to trunks melting at the fastest rate; and

(3) survey estimates ofSWE, when ranked from highest to lowest for a given site,

maintained their relative position under the canopy throughout melt.

The first two assumptions above were based on prior work (Woo and Steer,

1986; Sturm, 1992) and field observations. Around the base of conifers, shallow

snow was routinely observed. During Active-Melt, the initial exposure of ground

around all trunk types was also routinely observed, as depicted in Fig. 4.10.

The third assumption above was made possible by the sampling technique.

For each study site, each survey at that site was started at the fIrst stake of the marked

snow course, and ds measurements were taken every metre along the course. The

number, n, of ds measurements taken, was held constant for a given site. Also, for a
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given site, the plotting positions were maintained throughout the melt when plotting

SWE against K, by always using the K-values which were calculated for the ftrst

Early-Melt sample of the SWE distribution. By using the K-values from the early

SWE distributions, the relationship of K to the exceedance probability of each

associated plotting position was maintained throughout melt. Table 4.2 outlines the

Figure 4.10. Digital-photo time series, in 24 hour time steps, showing snowcover
edge melting away from tree trunks (Pine photos to the left; Burn photos to the right).
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parameters of the first Early-Melt sampled distributions for each study site. Figure

4.11 shows the results of the analysis of the Pine surveys. The results for the other

sites are shown in Appendix L. This analysis strategy, and assumption (3) above,

also made possible a measure ofmelt at each plotting position (between consecutive

surveys), and ultimately the estimation of the melt-rate distributions by the law of

averages (see Section 5.1).

Table 4.2. Parameters of the five initial SWE distributions and sample size,
from the first surveys conducted at each of the five study sites during Early-Melt.

Site Burn Clearcut Mixed Pine Spruce
Date 26-Mar 24-Mar 25-Mar 27-Mar 25-Mar

SWE (mm) 74 89 8,8 49 58

S(mm) 7 17 14 9 11
CV 0.09 0.19 0.16 0.18 0.19

Sample size, n 46 72 81 101 62
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Figure 4.11. Effect ofActive-Melt on SWE distribution at the Pine site.
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S DISTRIBUTION OF MELT RATE

In order to model the depletion of snowcover, numerical descriptions ofmelt

rate distributions had to be derived. This was done for each site, using the SWE

distributions derived from the Active-Melt snow surveys (Section 4.2.2). Then, the

impact of these melt-rate distributions on snowcover depletion rates was simulated

for each site. The outcome for two sites (the Pine and Bum) was compared against

digital photos of snow-covered area.

5.1 Spatial Distribution ofMelt-Rate

Because K reflects position under the canopy, by assumption (3) of Section

4.2.2 (each ranked estimate of SWE from each survey maintained its position under

the canopy at a given site), the distributions of SWE derived for each site in Section

4.2.2 were analysed to arrive at a spatial distribution ofmelt rate. This was necessary

to first calculate the melt for any given position, relative to canopy structure,

presuming that melt rate would be a function ofposition under the canopy.

For any given pair of consecutive surveys, and for each plotting position

(from the highest to the lowest) and its associated K-value, there was a corresponding

pair of consecutive SWE values. The later SWE value of each pair, whenever it was
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non-zero, was subtracted from the earlier value to obtain a plot of melt vs. K.

Whenever the later SWE value was zero, that pair of SWE values was excluded from

the analysis, so that the melt-vs-K plots reflected only the potential for melt as a

function of K. Figure 5.1 shows the results for the Pine site, using the melt periods

between the surveys shown in Fig. 4.11. The results for the other sites were likewise

produced, and are shown in Appendix M.

The melt rate (rum-day") was also plotted against K, in Fig. 5.2 and Appendix

N. Melt rate was obtained, for each pair of consecutive surveys, by dividing the

calculated melt by the number of days between the surveys. From the plots in Fig.

5.2 and Appendix N, it was clear that the mean melt rate increased through the early

part of Active-Melt, then it decreased towards the end of melt. Those plots also

suggested that melt-rate distribution could be defmed as a function ofK. However, it

was difficult to characterise a melt-rate distribution from those plots. Therefore, the

next step required for a meaningful interpretation of the melt-rate distribution was the

normalisation of the melt-vs-K plots ofFig 5.1 and Appendix M.

The normalisation of each plot of melt vs. K was accomplished simply by

dividing the melt for each plotting position by the mean applied melt (M). For each

plot, M was calculated over the range of K-values included on the plot (points

excluded were those for which one or both of the original pair of consecutive SWE

values equaled zero). This was done for each of the melt-vs-K plots shown in Fig.

5.1 and Appendix M. The results are shown in Fig. 53 and Appendix 0

respectively. The normalised plots for the Pine site suggested some variation ofmelt
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Figure S.2. Melt rate in relation to the frequency factor K, Pine site.
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Figure S.3. Normalised melt vs. frequency factor K, Pine site.

rate with SWE (SWE is a function ofK by Eq. 4.9), while those for the Burn, Clearcut

and Mixed sites clearly showed a variation of melt rate with SWE - particularly for

lower values of SWE. For the Spruce site, all but one of the plots consistently

suggested a very slight variation of melt rate with SWE. The plot for the first melt

period (Apr 10-14) deviated markedly from the others, by exhibiting much higher

melt rates for deeper snow (in the openings between trees). This deviation, of the

first Active-Melt plot for the Spruce site, was assumed to have resulted from

measurement error, and that plot was discarded from further analysis.

The normalised plots from Fig. 5.3 were then viewed separately for close

examination (Figs. 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6). The plots suggested that the applied melt (M),

at any point in a snowcover distribution, and therefore at any point under the canopy,
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Figure 5.4. Normalised melt vs. K plots at the Pine site (April 11-16) showing
linearity of the plots.
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Figure 5.S. Normalised melt vs. K plots at the Pine site (April 16-20) showing
linearity of the plots.
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Figure 5.6. Normalised melt vs. K plots at the Pine site (April 20-24) showing
linearity of the plots.

can be described as a linear function of the frequency factor K (of the Pre-Melt

distribution) and the mean applied melt, M, over the snowcover at a given time:

M = (aK + b). M , (5.1)

where a and b are parameters (slope and intercept respectively) of the function and

M / M is the normalised melt. For spatially uniform melt, Eq. 5.1 reduces to

M=M, as a = 0 and b = 1. However, these descriptions of normalised melt as a

function of K changed over time, and failed to characterise the distribution of melt

rate from the edge of the snowcover. It is argued that:

1. melt rate decreases with distance from the snowcover edge (Weisman, 1977;

Takahara and Higuchi, 1985; Shook and Gray, 1997);
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2. the snowcover edge is near tree trunks early during melt (see Fig. 4.10);

3. SWE increases with distance from a tree (Woo and Steer, 1986; Sturm, 1992); and

4. snowcover depletion proceeds from snowcover edge.

Therefore, snowcover depletion should proceed from shallower to deeper

initial SWE, and at any time during melt the melt rate should decrease with increasing

SWE. Because the melting edge retreats from the tree trunks early in melt, tree trunks

are not a suitable frame of reference for the spatial distributions of SWE and of melt

rate throughout the melt period. Rather, distance from the snowcover edge would be

a suitable reference.

5.2 Melt-Rate as a Function ofSWE

To calculate a melt-rate distribution from the edge of the receding snowcover,

the melt between two consecutive surveys had to be first calculated, in accordance

with the assumptions stated in Section 4.2.2, by keeping the plotting positions

constant. This produced plots ofmelt vs. K for each pair of consecutive surveys, and

subsequently the normalised plots. For each normalised plot, the minimum K value

for the plot (Kminp) had an exceedance probability that approximated the fractional

area of remaining snowcover, and Kminp indicated the approximate edge of the

snowcover at the time the second survey was conducted. For each site therefore, the

plotting positions were shifted left along the K-axis so that the Kminp for each plot

coincided with the Kminp for the first Early-Melt survey. For each plot, the shift was
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accomplished by ranking the plotting positions by their K values, from lowest to

highest, and by having equally ranked plotting positions coincident on the K-axis.

The normalised plots from all Active-Melt surveys at the Pine site were

shifted in this fashion, such that the Kminp values for all the plots coincided. Figures

5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 illustrate this procedure, where the normalised plots from Figs. 5.4,

5.5 and 5.6 respectively are shown shifted along the K-axis. The values of the

normalised melt rates, for each coincident shifted K, were then averaged to produce a

characteristic distribution of melt rate, and a linear regression was fitted to the

averaged plot (Fig. 5.10). For the Clearcut, Mixed and Spruce sites, the normalised

melt-vs-K plotting positions were similarly shifted (as was done for the Pine site),

and averaged plots were also produced and fitted with linear regressions (Figs. 5.11,

5.12 and 5.13). The two plots for the Burn were not shifted - no zero SWE values

existed for the two melt periods and the Kminp values already coincided. The two

normalised Burn plots were simply averaged and a linear regression fitted (Fig. 5.14).

These melt-rate distribution fimctions focused on melt rate from the snowcover edge,

and expressed normalised melt as a function of shifted K. They were also sensitive to

melt rate as a function of SWE throughout melt, as SWE was related to distance from

the snowcover edge throughout melt (the edge of the snowcover was initially around

the tree trunks). Points on one of these linear fimctions represent melt in relation to

the mean applied melt M, where M::::: 1 mm at 100% SCA but M decreases with

SCA in. proportion to the slope of the fimction. The parameters of the five linear

fimctions (as per Eq. 5.1) are outlined in Table 5.1.
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Figu.re 5.7. Normalised melt vs. K plots at the Pine site (April 11-16) shifted along
the K-axis such that minimum K values of all plots coincide. The K-values of each

plotting position were ranked, lowest to highest, and K-values of equal rank coincide.
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Figure 5.S. Normalised melt vs. K plots at the Pine site (April 16-20) shifted along
the K-axis such that minimum K values of all plots coincide. The K-values of each

plotting position were ranked, lowest to highest, and K-values of equal rank coincide.
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Figure 5.9.- Normalised melt vs. K plots at the Pine site (April 20-24) shifted along
the K-axis such that minimum K values of all plots coincide. The K-values of each

plotting position were ranked, lowest to highest, and K-values of equal rank coincide.
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Figure 5.10. Average of the plots of normalised melt vs. shifted K at the Pine site

(April 11-24, Active-Melt) showing a linear distribution ofmelt rate from the edge of
the receding snowcover.
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Figure S.11. Average of the plots of normalised melt vs. shifted K at the Clearcut
site (April 10-19) showing a linear distribution of melt rate from the edge of the

receding snowcover.
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Figure S.12. Average of the plots of normalised melt vs. shifted K at the Mixed site

(April 11-24) showing a linear distribution ofmelt rate from the edge of the receding
snowcover.
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Figure S.13. Average of the plots of normalised melt vs. shifted K at the Spruce site

(ApriI14-2S) showing a linear distribution ofmelt rate from the edge of the receding
snowcover.
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Table 5.1. Parameters of the five linear functions describing
melt-rate distribution at four study sites during Active-Melt
(focus on melt-rate distribution from edge of snowcover).

Site Slope, a Intercept, b
Burn -0.25 1.0

Clearcut -0.30 1.0
Mixed -0.29 0.9
Pine -0.19 0.9

Spruce -0.12 1.0

5.3 Effects on Depletion of Snow-Covered Area

Having determined melt rate as a function of SWE, using shifted K, the effects

on the depletion of a log-normally distributed snowcover could be modelled. This

was accomplished through numerical simulations. From the preliminary findings of

this research, Essery (1998b) developed equations to generate SDCs, using

distributed melt as a function of the frequency factor K. After Essery (1998b), the

distributed-melt functions outlined in Table 5.1 were applied to the analytical

equations given previously for the log-normal distribution (Eq. 4.8 and Eq. 4.11).

Equation 4.8 describes a log-normal frequency distribution of SWE prior to melt, in

terms of the mean and standard deviation of the natural variable, its log transform y

and the parameters ofy, Sy and y (as defmed in Eqs. 4.13 and 4.14 respectively).

And Eqs. 4.10 and 4.11 describe the same frequency distribution in terms of the

mean and standard deviation of the natural variable and its frequency factor K. These

analytical equations, together with the distributed-melt functions developed in

Section 5.2, were all applied in the computer program SDMESDC (Simulation of

Distributed-Melt Effects on a Snowcover Depletion Curve). SDMESDC was
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modelled after Essery (1998b) and written in QuickBasic, Version 4.5. The Essery

(1998b) report, a flow chart of the SDMESDC execution, and the associated source

code, SDMESDC.BAS, are outlined in Appendix P. Two main runs of the program

were executed with the melt-rate distribution functions developed (in Section 5.2).

The first main run consisted of six simulations. As the initial pre-melt SWE

distribution, each of these six simulations used a default mean and standard deviation

which was built into SDMESDC (SWE = 90 mm, S = 20 mm) and approximated the

average for the initial distributions at the five sites (see Table 5.2 and Appendix P).

For the first simulation, a uniform melt rate was applied. Then the five distributed

melt functions were applied in turn to each of the other five simulations (using the

parameters outlined in Table 5.1). Output from SDMESDC included corresponding

values of remaining SWE and SCA.

The output from the six simulations of the first run of SDMESDC is plotted

in Fig. 5.15, as SCA vs. fraction of resultant melt (mm of SWE melted per unit area of

ground since the onset of Active-Melt). With the CV for the initial SWE distribution

held constant, the relative effects (on SCA depletion rate) of the different distributed

melt parameters in Table 5.1 (slope and intercept of the linear functions) were

isolated. Clearly, the higher slopes derived for the more open canopies at the Mixed,

Clearcut and Burn sites resulted in a faster depletion of SCA; and the lower slopes

derived for the denser canopies at the Pine and Spruce sites led to a slower depletion

more akin to the effects of uniform melt rates. This effect was similar to that shown

by Shook (1995) for differences in initial coefficient of variation, CV, where a higher
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initial CVresulted in earlier depletion ofSCA (see Fig. 2.2).

Table S.2. Parameters of the five initial SWE distributions at the five study sites from
surveys conducted just prior to Active-Melt, including an average for the five sites.

Site Burn Cleareut Mixed Pine Spruce -Average

Date 10-Apr 10-Apr 11-Apr 11-Apr ll-Apr
SWE (mm) 85 104 102 80 72 90

S(mm) 11 22 27 22 17 20
CV 0.13 0.21 0.26 0.28 0.24 0.22

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.2

• linear, Clearcut

iCV= 0.22

variable distributedmelt

+ uniform

A linear, Spruce

II linear, Pine

• linear, Burn

o linear, Mixed

0.4 0.6

SWE Melt Fraction

0.8 1

Figure S.lS. Output of first run of SDMESDC for uniform melt and five linear
distributed-melt functions (Table 5.1), showing SCA against resultant-melt fraction.
The initial CV (iCV) was the same for the six simulations.
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The second main run of SDMESDC incorporated the effects of the initial SWE

distributions prior to Active-Melt. The parameters outlined in Table 5.2 were used to

describe the initial SWE distribution at each site, in terms of the mean and standard

deviation estimated from snow surveys conducted just prior to Active-Melt (on April

10 and 11). This second main run consisted of one simulation for each site: five. For

each simulation, the appropriate linear distributed-melt parameters from Table 5.1

and the corresponding parameters of the initial SWE distribution from Table 5.2 were

input. The output is shown in Fig. 5.16, with the uniform-melt curve from Fig. 5.15

included as a frame of reference. The effect of CV on SCA depletion rate was

apparent when the plots of Fig 5.16 were compared with those of Fig. 5.15. The gap

between the Clearcut and Mixed plots had widened, due to the lower value of CV at

the Clearcut site and the higher value at the Mixed (compared to the mean for the five

sites). The Burn and Spruce plots converged and crossed slightly, almost

overlapping, as did the Clearcut and Pine plots (for the same reason that the Clearcut

and Mixed plots diverged). The general effect was that a higher CV resulted in

earlier depletion ofSCA, relative to the fraction of the original SWE melted.

However, the actual rate of depletion of seA at each site depended on the

initial CVand SWE as well as on M and the melt-rate distribution, which all varied

with canopy type (see Eq. 5.1, Tables 5.1 and 5.2, and Fig. 5.2 and Appendix N). To

illustrate how the initial SWE affected the depletion rate, the output of the second run

is again depicted in Fig. 5.17, with the horizontal axis showing resultant melt (initial

SWE - remaining SWE).
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In order to arrive at plots of simulated SeA against time, resultant melt rate

(estimates of SWE against time) had to be applied to this output of SCA vs. resultant

melt. The estimates of SWE against time were obtained by interpolating between the

actual survey estimates of SWE , using corrected snow-depth readings from the SRSO

instrument at each site. Snow depth readings from the SRSO sonic rangers gave the

depth of snow at one point in each SWE distribution, for each half hour during Active

0+-----------4-----------�-----------+-----------
0.2 0.4 0.6

SWE Meh Fraction

0.8

Figure 5.16. Output of second run of SDMESDC using the five linear distributed
melt functions from Table 5.1 and the initial CV parameters from Table 5.2. The
axes are the same as in Fig. 5.15 (SCA against resultant melt fraction).
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Figure S.17. Output of second run of SDlVIESDC with the horizontal axis showing
resultant melt, a necessary prerequisite to plots of simulated SCA against time. The

initial SWE values (iSWE) from Table 5.2 are shown in the legend.

Melt. A simulation of the relationship between depth of SWE and SWE is illustrated

in Fig. 5.18, for depth of SWE at one point in a log-normal distribution (near the

mean depth and near the maximum depth) - uniform melt was applied to the

average distribution in Table 5.2 (SWE = 90 mm, S = 20 mm). The simulation

illustrates the potentially non-linear relationship between SWE and sampled SWE

during melt.
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Figure S.lS. Simulated relationship between SWE at one point in a log-normal
distribution and remaining SWE , given spatially uniform melt in 10 mm increments.

The actual relationship between the SRSO snow depth soundings and the

survey estimates of SWE during Active-Melt at the Pine site is illustrated in Fig.

S.19. The relationship resembled the first curve shown in Fig. S.18, because the

SRSO was situated at a point in the SWE distribution near to the mean, and the site

became snow-free and unusable for estimating resultant melt rate just prior to

completion ofmelt.

Based on Price's (1988) conclusion that forest snowmelt rate was largely

related to net all-wave radiation (Qn)' a simple correlation between reduction in snow

depth at the SRSO (�ds) and Qn + Qg was developed, for times when Qn + Qg > 0

before the SrSO site became snow-free (Fig. S.20). The correlation between �ds and

Qn + Qg was poor, but no other solution for estimating melt rate was available. To

compensate for the poor correlation, the relationship was only used to estimate

change in SWE between snow surveys during late melt, after the SRSO site became

snow free (snow surveys were almost daily during late melt).
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Figure 5.19. Relation between SR50 reading and SWE from surveys, Pine site.
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Figure 5.20. Relationship between positive values of Qn + Qg and reduction in

SR50 ds readings at the Pine site, prior to depletion of snow at the SR50 site.

Figure 5.21 illustrates the plot of corrected SR50 readings against time. Prior

to depletion of snow at the SR50, the readings were corrected by smoothing to

remove positive fluctuations. When snow was depleted at the SR50, the relationship

in Fig. 5.20 was used to estimate fl.ds at a point. The relationship between the

estimated snowdepth and SWE (as measured from surveys) is shown in Fig. 5.22.
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The resulting plot of SWE against time, the resultant melt rate, is shown in Fig. 5.23.

This interpolation technique was repeated for each of the Burn, Clearcut, Mixed and

Spruce sites, for which the outcomes are illustrated in Appendices Q, R, S and T

respectively. At the Spruce site, SeA, SWE and SR50 readings never reached zero

during the study period, and it was only necessary to correct the SR50 readings by

smoothing out positive fluctuations.

0.4

- 0.2a
--

=
II')
== 0
00

-0.2

100

__ reading
_ correction

105 110 115
Julian day

Figure 5.21. Pine-site SR50 readings and corrections using smoothing and the

relationship in Fig. 5.20.

-0.2 -0.1 o 0.1 0.2 0.3

corrected SRSO (m)

Figure S.22. Relation between corrected SR50 readings and SWE, Pine site.
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lFigll.!llre 5.23. Interpolated plot of SWE against time for the Pine site.

The resultant melt rate could then be applied to the output of SDMESDC (as

shown in Fig. 5.17) to calculate SeA as a function of time. This was accomplished

using the computer program INTERPOL, also written in QuickBasic version 4.5.

INTERPOL accepted as input the respective plotting positions of SeA against SWE

(Fig. 5.17) and those of SWE against time; calculated using estimated melt rate (Fig.

5.23 and Appendices Q, R, S and T). For each site and the associated pair of input

files, INTERPOL output a text file containing the plotting positions of interpolated

seA and SWE against time. A flowchart of the program execution and the listing of

source code, INTERPOL.BAS, are in Appendix U. The output from the program is

shown in Fig. 5.24. As far as the date of final disappearance of snow was concerned,

the plots in the figure agreed closely with the snow surveys. This was because they

were interpolated with the survey estimates of SWE , and the date when SWE = 0
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always corresponded closely with seA = o. To establish how well they agreed with

the actual rate of depletion of SCA, it was necessary to separately analyse the digital

images taken at the Pine and Bum sites during Active-Melt.

For the purpose of comparison, two additional simulations were run with

SDMESDC, using a uniform distribution ofmelt rate at the Pine and Burn sites. For

each of these two sites, the appropriate parameters from Table 5.2 were input, and the

resultant melt rate (SWE vs. time) was applied to the SDMESDC output (SCA vs.

SWE) using INTERPOL.

. 0.8

• Bum ..

0.6 • Clearcut A

o Mixed i
U --

a.
� tJ. Pine &

0.4
.. spruce \

....

iCY variable
-
•

0.2 variable distributed melt

iSWE variable

variable time

102 104 106 112 114 116lOS 110

JuHan Day

Figure 5.24. Output of INTERPOL showing SCA vs. time, obtained by applying
resultant melt rate (SWE vs. time) to the SDMESDC output (SCA vs. SWE).
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Finally, the plots of simulated SCA against time were compared (for the Pine

and Burn sites) with plots of SCA against time obtained from the separate analyses of

digital photos of the forest floor (digital photos of the forest floor were taken

periodically throughout Active-Melt at the Pine and Burn sites, and analysed using

Mocha Image Analysis software). Each of the two FOTOMAN digital cameras

which were set up, at the Pine and Burn sites respectively, provided three photos

daily of the forest floor during Active-Melt. Each camera was set at a vantage point

on the instrument tower so as to get as clear a view as possible of the forest floor with

minimum interference from canopy elements. The cameras were triggered by the

data-loggers to take photos at 10:00 AM, 1:00 PM (approximately solar noon) and

4:00 PM daily. Only the 4:00 PM photos from the Pine site could be analysed to get

SCA in the vicinity of the camera view, due to glare and distinct shadowing of the

ground by trees at that site. All three daily shots at the Burn were analysed for SCA.

The results for each of the two sites were compared with their respective simulations

of SCA depletion - both the distributed-melt simulations in Fig 5.24 and the

uniform-melt simulations. The comparisons for the Pine and Burn sites are plotted in

Fig. 5.25 and Fig. 5.26 respectively.

Although there was some discrepancy between the digital photo analyses and

the linear distributed-melt simulations, the distributed-melt simulations represent an

improvement over the uniform-melt simulations when both simulations are compared

to the photo analyses results. The uniform-melt simulations resulted in later exposure

of ground, underestimated the rate ofSCA depletion, and underscored the effects of
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Figure S.2S. Comparison of SeA from analysis of digital photos with SeA from
simulation of uniform- and linear-melt distributions during Active-Melt at Pine site.
Vertical lines indicate times corresponding to 25%,50% and 75% melt energy.
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Figure 5.26. Comparison of SeA from analysis of digital photos with SeA from
simulation of uniform- and linear-melt distributions during Active-Melt at Burn site.
Vertical lines indicate times corresponding to 25%,50% and 75% melt energy.
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distributed melt rates. Points on the time axes of Figs. 5.25 and 5.26 represent a

given amount of resultant melt or input of melt energy. For a given resultant melt,

the SeA depletion simulated with uniform melt lagged behind that simulated with

distributed melt, which in turn lagged behind that indicated by the digital photos.

Table 5.3 outlines the fraction of exposed ground indicated by the simulations and

the photo measurements (as shown in Figs. 5.25 and 5.26) for three levels of resultant

melt (25%, 50% and 75%). Two explanations for the discrepancies between

measured and simulated SeA will be discussed:

(1) the digital photo analyses overestimated the rate ofSeA depletion; and

(2) the results of Section 5.2 underestimated the variation of melt rate with SWE,

and hence the simulations underestimated the rate ofSeA depletion.

One reason in support of explanation (1) above is that the cameras were

focused on limited areas of the forest floor that were not representative of the

transects sampled with the snow surveys, but were biased towards the areas near the

instrument towers. In the case of the Pine site, the snow course was to the west of the

tower and the area sampled by the camera was to the south of the tower - in the

northern to north-eastern portion of a fairly wide forest clearing (roughly one third as

wide as the canopy height). At the Bum site, the snow course was to the north of the

tower while the camera looked down on the east side of the tower. Some of the

images analysed from the Pine and Bum sites are shown in Appendix V, including

those used as benchmark images for 100% SeA.
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Table 5.3. Comparison of exposed ground from measured and simulated SeA

depletion at the Pine and Burn sites as indicated for three levels ofmelt-energy input.
Site % Melt Energy 25% 50% 75%

uniform-melt simulation 0 0.01 0.2

Pine distributed-melt simulation 0 0.07 0.42

digital-photo measurements 0 0.22 0.64

uniform-melt simulation 0 0 0.02

Burn distributed-melt simulation 0 0.01 0.28

digital-photo measurements 0 0.11 0.67

Lower canopy densities in the vicinity of both towers (with respect to the

snow courses) may therefore have contributed to the earlier depletion of seA

(particularly at the Pine site), as indicated by the digital photo analyses. The works

of Davis et al. (1997) and Metcalfe and Buttle (1997) demonstrated that, at the stand

scale, higher melt rates and depletion rates of seA are to be expected for higher gap

fractions (or lower canopy densities). The earlier work of Golding and Swanson

(1986) and of Woo and Steer (1986) also indicated that similar effects operate at

smaller scales.

One reason in support of explanation (2) above is the error in sampling SWE

that is inherent in the distributed-melt analysis. Although measurements of ds were

taken as close as possible to 1 metre apart along each snow course, the only sampling

guides available were the ten stakes marking each course, and some variation in the

position of each sampling point inevitably occurred between surveys. Any variation
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in sampling-point position may have violated the third assumption stated in the first

paragraph of Section 4.2.2 (p. 52), and would account for sampling errors in the data.

A second reason in support of explanation (2) above is that some data was lost

in the distributed-melt analysis. The plots ofmelt vs. K were derived by subtracting

SWE values for corresponding plotting positions, between pairs of consecutive

surveys. For the first survey in such a pair, the lowest values of SWE melted to zero

depth before the second survey was conducted, and the melt rate was always lost for

the portion of the SWE distribution nearest to the snowcover edge. The longer the

period between consecutive surveys at a site, the greater was the potential for loss of

data in this way. Loss of this data could have contributed in particular to

underestimation of the early depletion rate ofSeA (Figs. 5.25 and 5.26).

A third reason in support of explanation (2) above is that a spatial covariance

between ds and Ps may not have been detected, due to measurement errors or the

strategy of sampling snow near the mean depth. The negative covariance that was

expected would have resulted in higher values of Ps and SWE for the most shallow

snow. This would have also meant higher melt rates for the shallow snow, because a

given loss in ds would mean a greater loss in SWE.
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6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Summary

This analysis first estimated the distribution of SWE in five distinct boreal

forest environments, prior to appreciable melt and during the melt season of spring

1997, from field measurements of snow depth and density. Assumptions were made

about the manner in which SWE and melt rates are distributed in a forest

environment, based on previous studies by Golding and Swanson (1986), Woo and

Steer (1986) and Sturm (1992). The field data from each study site were analysed

based on those assumptions and additional assumptions, the latter made possible by

the sampling strategy (of taking measurements of snow depth from each site at every

metre along the marked snow course), and melt-rate distributions were described in

two steps.

In the first step, spatial distributions ofmelt rate were established as functions

of position under each canopy - functions of the frequency factor K for the pre-melt

SWE distribution. These distributions changed over time at each site, making it

difficult to characterise a melt rate distribution. However, melt rate was assumed to

be inversely correlated with SWE, and SWE was assumed to increase with distance

from the snowcover edge.
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In the second step therefore, melt-rate distribution from the snowcover edge

was examined. Here, the melt-rate distribution relative to distance from the

snowcover edge was found to be a linear function of shifted K values, as shifted K

were characterised as distance from the snowcover edge.

Numerical simulations were then used to model the effects of distributed melt

rates on the depletion rate of SeA. The functions describing melt-rate distribution

were input to a computer program, which was designed to simulate the depletion of

SWE and SeA for a log-normal distribution of SWE. The program required input

parameters for a melt-rate distribution function, and accepted optional parameters for

an initial SWE distribution. Two runs were executed with several simulations in each.

The first run used a default initial SWE distribution (built into the program

code) to isolate effects of different melt-rate distribution functions. The output from

the simulations indicated a faster decrease in SeA as a result ofmelt rate distribution.

For the second run, the SWE distribution was estimated for each site prior to

Active-Melt, and its parameters (along with the parameters of the associated linear

melt-rate distribution function) were used as input to the simulation of melt for each

site. The resultant melt rate during Active-Melt, SWE vs. time, was applied to the

output from this run to get SeA vs. time. Prior to this, the the resultant melt rate was

derived by interpolating between survey estimates of SWE using corrected readings

of snow depth from a sonic ranging instrument (the SR50). Higher SRSO readings

were corrected by smoothing and then related to diurnal energy inputs, then the lower

readings were corrected by applying an energy-input relationship.
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For two sites (Pine and Burn), uniform- and distributed-melt simulations of

SeA vs. time (during Active-Melt) were compared with SeA vs. time derived from

analyses of digital photos. Although there was some discrepancy, the output of the .

distributed-melt simulations showed substantive improvement over uniform-melt

simulations, when compared to SeA estimated from digital photographs. Particular

reasons for the discrepancies were discussed: lower canopy density in the vicinity of

the towers, sampling error, sampling strategy and loss of data in the analysis.

6.2 Cenelusiens

The conclusions of this research were:

1. Melt rate is not spatially uniform in a boreal forest snowcover, but is inversely

correlated with SWE and therefore distance from trees and the snowcover edge;

2. This inverse correlation between melt rate and SWE results in earlier exposure of

ground and earlier depletion ofSeA compared to uniform melt;

3. The inverse correlation of melt rate with SWE varies with canopy characteristics

and tree species; the magnitude of correlation decreased in this order: clear-cut

and mixed-wood, burn, pine, spruce;

4. The combined effects of differences In mean SWE, mean melt rate, and the

distributions of SWE and of melt rate, led to the following sequence of SeA

depletion at the five study sites in the southern boreal forest: bum and clear-cut;

mixed-wood and pine; then spruce.
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APPENDIX A - Simulation of Melt Densitication
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Figure A-t. Simulating decay over time of irreducible water content (/WC). An

exponential function was fitted to an assumed initial and final/We to get a

reasonable decay rate (Marsh, 1991).
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Figure A-2. Melt Densification simulation for uniform melt rate set at 5 mm-day" of
SWE, with initial density set at 200 kg-m", and initial depths of 40 and 50 cm. The

exponential function in Fig. A-I was applied in this simulation to compute meltwater
loss and retention in the snowcover. Overnight re-freezing was assumed.
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APPENDIX B - Time Series ofCovariance at four sites
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Figure B-1 (a-d). Time series of sample covariance between ds and Ps at four study
sites, calculated from surveys conducted in spring 1997.
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APPENDIX C - Relationship of correlation coefficient r to test statistic t

Under the null hypothesis, Ho : p = 0, where p is the population correlation

coefficient,
.

for a sample of size n the sampling distribution of the sample correlation

coefficient r is t-distributed with n - 2 degrees of freedom, and Barber (1988) gives

an estimated standard error as:

gS -

r
-

, (C.I)

and the required test statistic is (Hirsch et aI., 1993):

r r�
t=-=---

Sr �.
(C.2)

The null hypothesis is rejected if ItI > tait, where tait = taJ2,n-2 is the point on the

Student's t distribution with n - 2 degrees of freedom that has an exceedance

probability of 0./2 (Hirsch et aI., 1993), where a is the significance level of a two-

tailed test. Conversely, we can rearrange the terms of Eq. C.2 to convert a tait value

for a given sample size and significance level a to an rcrit value as:

ta/2 n-2
(C.3)

and the null hypothesis is then rejected if Irl > rerit' and the relationship is deemed

significant at level a for the two-tailed test, where a is the probability that Irl > rcrit

under the null hypothesis, Ho: p = o.
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APPENDIX E - Time Series of p s at four sites

Figure E-l. Change in average snow density P":; over time from surveys and snow

pits at the Burn site. Density measurements from gamma counts, snow cores and

snow pits are combined to give a composite of changes in p s over time.
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Figure E-2. Change in average snow density p s over time from surveys and snow

pits at the Clearcut site. Density measurements from gamma counts, snow cores and

snow pits are combined to give a composite of changes in p s over time.
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Figure E-3. Change in average snow density p s over time from surveys and snow

pits at the Mixed site. Density measurements from gamma counts, snow cores and

snow pits are combined to give a composite of changes in p s over time.
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Figure E-4. Change in average snow density p s over time from surveys and snow

pits at the Spruce site. Density measurements from gamma counts, snow cores and

snow pits are combined to give a composite of changes in p s over time.
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APPENDIX F - Simulation of Ps against ds
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Figure F-l. A repeat ofmelt-densification simulation as in Appendix A, except that
initial uniform melt rate is set at 2 ram-day" of SWE, then raised to 5 mm-day" of
SWE on Day 11, and finally raised to 10 mm-day" of SWE on day 21.
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lFiglll11re F-2. Plot of p s against ds from the simulation in Fig. F-1, with linear fit.
The plotted points do not deviate significantly from the fitted line, and the increased
melt rate after Day 20 (.) only slightly lowers the slope and intercept of the line.
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APPENDIX G - Correcting estimates of Ps at four sites
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lFiglOOIr® G.l. Correcting estimates of p s to a linear trend, Burn site.
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Figure G-2. Correcting estimates of p s to a linear trend, Clearcut site.
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April 2 - 24, Mixed Site
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Figure G-3. Estimates of p s show no linear trend, Mixed site.
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Figure G-4. Correcting estimates of p s to a linear trend, Spruce site.
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APPENDIX H - Exceedance probability ofNormal distribution

The standard normal frequency distribution, or probability density, of a

random variable x, symmetric about a mean J.1 = 0 and with yx = 0, is expressed as

(Beyer, 1991):

e 2

f(x) = r;:- ,

'\}21t
(11.11)

where e is the base of the natural logarithm, and the cumulative frequency

distribution function ofx, F(Xi) = p(x � Xi) , is:

X2
1 -_

F(Xo) = - LXI e 2 dxI &-00
' (B.2)

where for negative values of x the relationship F(-x) = 1- F(x) is used (Beyer,

1991). The exceedance probability of Xi' p(xi) = p(x � Xi), is similarly:

(H.l)

and P(Xi) = 1- F(xi). Similarly, when the log-transforms y = In(x) are normally

distributed with a coefficient of skew for the population yy = 0, the exceedance

probability of K, is:

(11.4)
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APPENDIX 1 - Early-Melt distribution ofSWE at four sites
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Figure 1-1. First Early-Melt sampled distribution at the Burn site, March 26 1997

(Julian day 85), showing fit of sample against the log-normal distribution.
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Figure 1-2. First Early-Melt sampled distribution at the Clearcut site, March 24 1997

(Julian day 83), showing fit of sample against the log-normal distribution.
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Figure 1-3. First Early-Melt sampled distribution at the Mixed site, March 25 1997

(Julian day 84), showing fit of sample against the log-normal distribution.
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Figure 1-4. First Early-Melt sampled distribution at the Spruce site, March 25 1997

(Julian day 84), showing fit of sample against the log-normal distribution.
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Figure J-l. Departure of lower end of sampled distribution from the log-normal,
Pine site, April 2 (Julian day 92).
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APPENDIX K - Precipitation events during Early-Melt

Table K-l. Three consecutive records of precipitation from three Nipher-Gauged
sites. The last records previous to these were obtained on March 24, 25 and 26, from
the Clearcut, Mixed and Bum respectively. N.G. records are in millimetres of SWE.

Site Clearcut Mixed Burn

Date 31103/97 31103/97 30/03/97

Time 11:30 18:15 18:46
N.G. (mm) 14.2 11.8 11.4

Date 03/04/97 02/04/97 03/04/97
Time 13:00 13:00 10:42

N.G.(mm) 14.8 13.6 9.8
Date 10/04/97 11104197 10/04/97
Time 15:00 10:00 12:00

N.G.(mm) 5.4 5.4 2.9

Table K-2. Record ofEarly-Melt precipitation from personal field notebook.

Date & Time Location Notebook Record

Apr-03
09:30 Bum II just arrived at site, skies overcast, no precipitation II

10:10 Bum surveys completed, drizzling lightly
11 :08 Bum leaving site, rain falling, everything wet

11: 15 en route rain thinned to light drizzle, then poured rain again
12:00 Clearcut just arrived, lunch break

12:30 Clearcut rain thinned to drizzle

14:15 Clearcut precip. over last 2 hours minimal

Apr-OS
19:08 Saskatoon phoned Hawood Inn, Waskesiu, PANP

spoke to Carly, she said it just started snowing again

.- 50
....

=
�

! 25
....
=
=
Q
U 0 +-�����������������

31-Mar 05-Apr 10-Apr IS-Apr 20-Apr 25-Apr 30-Apr

--tr- 20 m

-+-5m

Figure K-l. Record of daily particle counts from particle detectors located at two

elevations above ground on the instrument tower at the Pine site.
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APPENDIX L - Effect ofActive-Melt on SWE distribution at four sites
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Figure L-l. Effect ofActive-Melt on SWE distribution at the Burn site.
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Figure L-2. Effect ofActive-Melt on SWE distribution at the Clearcut site.
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FigU!llfe IL-3. Effect of Active-Melt on SWE distribution at the Mixed site.
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Figure 1L-4. Effect ofActive-Melt on SWE distribution at the Spruce site.
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APPENDIXM - Melt vs. frequency factor K at four sites
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Figure M-l. Melt in relation to frequency factor K, Burn site.
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Figure M-2. Melt in relation to frequency factor K, Clearcut site.
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IFR�1lIlI!'e M-3. Melt in relation to frequency factor K, Mixed site.
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IFigure N-3. Melt rate in relation to frequency factor K, Mixed site.
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Figure No4. Melt rate in relation to frequency factor K, Spruce site.
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APPENDIX 0 - Normalised Melt vs. K for four sites
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IFigure 0-1. Normalisedmelt vs. frequency factor K, Burn site.
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Figure 0-2. Normalised melt vs. frequency factor K, Clearcut site.
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APPENDIX P - Essery report, with SDMESDC flowchart and source code

Essery report

SNOWCOVER DEPLETION CURVES FOR INHOMOGENEOUS MELTING

Richard Essery, 14 January 1998

This note extends work by Shook (1995) and Donald et al. (1995) relating snow

covered area to average depth during homogeneous melting.

Initial snow depths are assumed to have a log-normal distribution

[ ( -f]1 InSO - y
p(So) =£ exp -

2'21t Socry 2a
y

where the transformed distribution parameters are
- -

2/y = In So - a y 2

(this corrects Eq. 4 ofDonald et al.) and

a� �++ ;JJ
for average So and standard deviation a s of snow water equivalent depth So.
Initial depth So has a frequency factor

K =
So - So

.

as

Suppose the melt rate is a function ofK,
dS

= -m(K) ,

dt

so that after time t an initial depth with frequency factor K is reduced to

S(K,t) = So + Kss s - m(K)t.
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Given function m(K) and time I, solve for Kb(/) such that S(Kb./) = O. At time I,

all points with initial K< Kb (I) will be free of snow. The fraction of snow cover

remaining is then

and the average depth is

8(/) = �+Kb(/)c1. [s - m(K)1 ]p(S)dS .

Donald, J. R., E. D. Soulis, N. Kouwen and A. Pietroniro (1995).
A land cover based snow cover representation for distributed hydrologic models,
Water Resources Research, 31, 995 - 1009.

Shook, K. (1995).
Simulation of the ablation ofprairie snowcovers.

PhD thesis, University of Saskatchewan.

End of report
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Flowchart of SDMESDC

Determine Parameters ofPre-Melt

Frequency Distribution of S"WE

Determine Parameters ofMelt-Rate Distribution
as Function ofFrequency Factor K

Write Parameters to Header ofOutput File

Determine Mean Melt for Initial Tune, T

Apply Distributed Melt to Original S"WE Distribution

Determine :M:inimum K, where S"WE(K) = 0 after Melt

Integrate to establish Remaining SCA and SWE

Write SCA and SWE Values to Output File

Increment Mean Melt and Time, T

Close Output File

End of flowchart
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Source code - SDMESDC.BAS

, Program SDMESDC.BAS accepts parameters for Distributed Melt-Rates over a
, log-normally distributed snowcover, where the melt rates are a function of the
, Frequency Factor K. K is analogous to the Z statistic of the Normal distribution,
, where Z = (X - MEANx)/Sx and Sx is the Standard Deviation of the normally
, distributed random variable X. Any distribution can be expressed in its Linear
, form as K = (Y - MEANy)/Sy, where K is the frequency factor, and where Y is
, the transformed variable. In this case, Y = LOG(X) is the transform of the log-
, normally distributed variable X and the transform Y is normally distributed,
, therefore Ky = Z. The program SDMESDC.BAS also accepts the parameters
, .MEANx and Sx for the initial log-normal distribution of the given snowcover,
, and then applies the given parameters for Distributed Melt-Rates in a run of a
V Snow-cover Depletion 'Curve Simulation. The output is written to a user-defined
, text file with the extension [.TXT]. This program SDMESDC.BAS is modelled
I after Essery (1998b).

'Declare unspecified variables as Single Precision Floating Point
DEFSNGA-Z

'Subprogram and Function declarations
DECLARE SUB GetFileName 0
DECLARE SUB GetLin 0
DECLARE SUB GetPow 0
DECLARE SUB PrintHeader 0
DECLARE FUNCTION melt (h, k)

'Gets filename from user

'Gets parameters for linear melt distribution
'Gets parameters for power melt distribution

'Prints header to output file
'Returns melt for type h as function of k

'Global and constant data declarations
DIM SHARED sO, sd, cv, num, numl, num2
DIM SHARED slp, intrcpt
DIM SHARED File$, in$
DIM SHARED FileErr, failure AS INTEGER
DIM SHARED Ts, MaxIt, NumInt, h, i, j AS LONG

'As String

'As Long Integer

Ts = 1000
MaxIt=200
NumInt = 30000
CONST ds = .01
CONST pi = 3.141592

'Time steps through the melt simulation
'Maximum number of iterations to convergence

'Number of integrations each time step
'Change in SWE each integration
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'Start ofmodule-level program code
GetName: 'Prompt user and get name of output file from keyboard
GetFileName
IF FileErr = I THEN GOTO FileErrl
IF FileErr = 2 THEN GOTO FileErr2

OpenFile: 'Open an existing file or create one with the filename File$
PRINT : PRINT" Filename is ", File$ 'Print filename to screen

OPEN File$ FOR OUTPUT AS 1 'Open and assign number to file
ON ERROR GOTO 0

sO = 90: sd = 20: cv = sd / sO: PRINT 'Default initial SWE distribution
PRINT" Initial Mean SWE set at ", sO
PRINT" And initial Standard Deviation set at ", sd
PRINT" Coefficient ofVariation ofSWE is ", cv

SnowDist:
PRINT

'Prompt for changes to parameters of initial distribution

INPUT "ENTER new value ofMean, or just ENTER to accept):", num
IF num> 0 THEN sO = num

INPUT "ENTER Standard Deviation, or just ENTER to accept):", num
IF num> 0 THEN sd = num

PRINT : cv = sd / sO
PRINT" Initial Mean SWE is now set at ", sO
PRINT " And initial Standard Deviation is now", sd
PRINT " Coefficient ofVariation is now ", cv
PRINT : PRINT "Are values OK? (N/n = change, ENTER = accept) "

SLEEP: IF INKEY$ = "n" OR INKEY$ = "N" THEN GOTO SnowDist

sy = SQR(LOG(1 + cv 1\ 2)) 'Transformed standard deviation, Eq.(4.13)
ybar = LOG(sO) - .5 *

sy
1\ 2 'Transformed mean, Eq.(4.14)

MeltDist: 'Choose type ofmelt distribution and set parameters
PRINT: PRINT "The 2 types ofMelt Distribution Handled are:"
PRINT "(1) Uniform, (2) Linear"
INPUT "ENTER the DIGIT 2 or just ENTER for Uniform: ", h
IF h > 2 THEN GOTO MeltDist
IF h < 2 THEN h = I
PRINT
IFh= 1 THEN
PRINT" Simulating Uniform Melt Rate ... "

PRINT" Press any key to END Simulation... "

END IF
IF h = 2 THEN GetLin 'Get parameters of Linear melt-rate distribution
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PrintHeader 'Print appropriate header to output file, as per setting ofh

'SWE and Melt-Rate distributions established and output file ready, so run simulation
Simulation: 'Melt of given SWE distribution using distributed melt rate function
PRINT 'Print column headings to screen then generated output to file and screen

PRINT "Time Step Minimum K Remaining SWE SCA Fraction"

FORj = 0 TO Ts 'Loop over time, t
t = 20 + j 'Begin at 20mm melt, and melt 1mm each step
kb = 0: i = 1 'Initialise kb and loop counter, i
'Iterate to find kb, minimum k for remaining snowcover, such that SWE(kb,t) = 0
DO 'Convergence loop of iterations <= MaxIt
kn = (melt(h, kb) * t - sO) / sd 'New k, kn, is iterative solution for kb, Eq.(4.11)
IF (ABS(kb - kn) < .00001) THEN EXIT DO 'Converged, kn=kb
'Technique for converging to kb (Essery, 1998b)
kb = .2 * kn + .8 * kb 'Multipliers should sum to unity
i = i + 1
IF i > MaxIt THEN
failure = 1: PRINT "Failed to converge"
EXIT DO
END IF
LOOP 'Do next iteration of convergence loop
IF failure = 1 THEN failure = 0: GOTO Timestep

'Continue time loop after converging to kb
sb = sO + kb * sd
fs = 0: swe = 0

'SWE corresponding to kb, Eq.(4.10)
'Initialise fraction of snowcover and snow water equivalent

'Integrate to fmd fraction of snowcover, fs, and mean SWE, swe
FOR i = 1 TO NumInt
s = sb + (i - 1) * ds
k = (s - sO) / sd
'Calculate SWE probability ps as function of s
numerator = EXP(-(LOG(s) - ybar) A 2 / (2 * sy A 2»
denominator = (SQR(2 * pi) * s * sy)
ps = numerator / denominator
fs = fs + ps

* ds
swe = swe + (s - melt(h, k) * t) * ps * ds
NEXTi

'SWE at i integrals from sb
'k corresponds to s Eq.(4.11)

'Probability of SWE, Eq.(4.8)
'Accumulate integral fraction of snow

'Integral of SWE

'Integrate next ds

'Print outputs as comma-delineated values to file, then to screen

PRINT #1, t, ",", swe, ",", fs 'Print values to output file# 1
PRINT j, kb, swe, fs 'Then print to screen: Ts, kb, swe & fs
IF swe < .1 THEN EXIT FOR 'Stops simulation ifmean SWE < 0.1 mm

Timestep:
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IF INKEY$ <>
"" THEN EXIT FOR

NEXTj
'Pressing of any key stops simulation

'Loop to next time step, Ts
'End of current simulation

CloseFile:
CLOSE #1
PRINT
PRINT " Output file", File$,

" is CLOSED"
PRINT "Do you want to run Simulation again? (Y/y=yes, ENTER=no)"
SLEEP: IF INKEY$ = "y" OR INKEY$ = "Y" THEN GOTO GetName
PRINT: PRINT" Program is ENDED."
PRINT "Check current drive directory for OUTPUT file(s)."
PRINT

'Close output file, and prompt user to run again or end program

END 'End ofMain Program Module

'Subroutines for handling file errors

IFileErrl:
CLS
PRINT "Invalid file name entered": PRINT
PRINT "ENTER to terminate, any other key to try again: "
SLEEP: IF INKEY$ = CHR$(13) THEN END
GOTO GetName

FileErr2:
PRINT "Filename too long. Using first 8 characters."
GOTO OpenFile

'Subprograms and melt Function

SUB GetFileName STATIC
CLS:PRINT

'Get an output-file name by prompting the user

PRINT "

PRINT"
PRINT "

PRINT "

PRINT"
PRINT
PRINT II

Distributed Melt-Rate"
As function ofFrequency Factor K"

of a log-normally distributed snowcover"
Snowcover Depletion Curve"

Simulation"

Must enter file name for output file:
"

NoExtension:
PRINT
PRINT "(Do NOT include extension or '.', [.TXT] assumed)"

'Get ROOT of filename, and check that no extension was entered
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INPUT" Output file name (ENTER up to 8 characters):", File$
IF (File$ = '''') THEN File$ = "CON"
IF LEN(File$) > 8 THEN
File$ = LEFT$(File$, 8): FileErr = 2
END IF
IF INSTR(File$, ".") = 0 THEN 'Checks that no '.' is in the file name

File$ = UCASE$(File$) 'Convert filename ROOT characters to upper case
SELECT CASE File$ 'Check for non-system ROOT and assign [.TXT] extension
CASE "CON", "SCRN", "PRN"
FileErr = 1: EXIT SUB 'None or invalid file name entered
CASE "COMI", "COM2", "LPTI ", "LPT2", "LPT3"
FileErr = 1: EXIT SUB 'Invalid file name entered
CASE ELSE
File$ = File$ + ".TXT"
END SELECT
ELSE
GOTO NoExtension
END IF
END SUB 'GetFileName

'Assign [.TXT] extension to ROOT for output file

'Retry if'.' is in file name

'If [.TXT] extension not assigned by this point, retry

SUB GetLin
GetLinParams:

'Prompt user for parameters ofLinear melt-rate distribution

PRINT "ENTER parameters of S*K+1 function"
INPUT "ENTER Slope S of Linear function: ", numI
IF numI < 0 THEN slp = numI
INPUT "ENTER Intercept I of Linear function: ", num2
IF num2 > 0 THEN intrcpt = num2
PRINT" Slope S of line = ", slp
PRINT" and Intercept I = ", intrcpt
PRINT "Are values OK? (N/n = change values, ENTER = accept)"
SLEEP: IF INKEY$ = "n" OR INKEY$ = "N" THEN GOTO GetLinParams
PRINT
PRINT" Simulating Linear Distribution ofMelt Rate... "
PRINT" Press any key to END Simulation... "

END SUB 'GetLin

'Function returns melt rate as a function of frequency factor, k
FUNCTION melt (h, k) STATIC 'Melt-Distribution Type set by h
IF h = 1 THEN melt = 1 'Uniform melt
IF h = 2 THEN melt = slp * k + intrcpt
END FUNCTION 'melt

'Linear melt
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SUB PrintHeader 'Print appropriate Header to output text file
IF h = 1 THEN PRINT # 1, "Snowcover Depletion Curves, Uniform Melt Rate"
IFh=2 THEN
PRINT #1, "Snowcover Depletion Curves, Linear Distribution"
PRINT #1, "S*K+I, ,S=,", slp, ",1=,", intrcpt
END IF
'Print generic portion of output-file header
PRINT #1, "MnSWE=,", sO, ",SD=,", sd, ",CV=,", cv
PRINT #1, "Time Steps, SWE, SCA"
END SUB 'PrintHeader

End of source code
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APPENDIX Q - SRSO corrections and SWE interpolations, Burn site
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Figure Q-l. Relation b�tween SRSO reading and SWE from surveys, Burn site.
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Figure Q-2. Relationship between positive values of Qn + Qg and reduction in SRSO

ds readings at the Burn site, prior to depletion of snow at the SRSO site.
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Figure Q-S. Interpolated plot of SWE against time for the Bum site.
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APPENDIX R - SRSO corrections and SWE interpolations, Clearcut site
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lFigWlre R-l. Relation between SRSO reading and SWE from surveys, Clearcut site.
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Figure R-2. Relationship between positive values of Qn + Qg and reduction in SR50

ds readings at the Clearcut site, prior to depletion of snow at the SRSO site.
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Figure R-S. Interpolated plot of SWE against time for the Clearcut site.
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APPENDIX S - SRSO corrections and SWE interpolations, Mixed site
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Figure S-I. Relation between SRSO reading and SWE from surveys, Mixed site.
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Figure S-5. Interpolated plot of SWE against time for the Mixed site.
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APPENDIX T - SRSO corrections and SWE interpolations, Spruce site
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Figure T-l. Relation between SRSO reading and SWE from surveys, Spruce site.
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Figure T-2. Spruce-site SR50 readings and corrections by smoothing .
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Figure T-3. Relation between corrected SRSO reading and SWE , Spruce site.
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APPENDIX U - Flowchart and source code of INTERPOL

Flowchart of INTERPOL

Determine Maximum Number of
Time and SeA Values on Axes

AllotMemory for Axis Arrays

Determine Site and Names of Input Files

Open Input Files, Read Contents into Arrays
for Axes of Time and SCA, then Close Files

Yes

Interpolate Si}.fE and SCA ofSCA-Axis with
Si}.fE ofTime-Axis and write results to Array

Move Pointers to Beginning ofBoth Arrays

Increment Pointer to Time-Axis

Yes

Open Output File, Write Results
to File and Close File

Interpolate SWE and SCA ofSCA-Axis with
SWE ofTime-Axis and write results to Array

Increment Pointer to SCA-Axis

End of flowchart
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Source code - INTERPOL.BAS

DEFSNG A-Z 'Declare unspecified variables as single precision floating point
DIM SHARED dswe, rdswe, dsca
DIM SHARED Site$, Filel$, File2$, File3$
DIM SHARED hi, h2, i, j, MaxRec AS LONG

'As String
'As Long Integer

INPUT "Enter Maximum number of Records in an Input File: ", MaxRec

TYPE TIMEswe
ddAS SINGLE
swe AS SINGLE
sea AS SINGLE

END TYPE
DIM T(MaxRec) AS TIMEswe

'Half-hour increments of decimal days (Julian) for TIME axis

'Interpolated SWE for TIME axis
'SCA interpolated from SCA axis

'Array for TIME axis

TYPE sweSCA
swe AS SINGLE
sea AS SINGLE

END TYPE
DIM S(MaxRec) AS sweSCA

'Simulated SWE for SCA axis
'Simulated SCA for SCA axis

'Array for SCA axis

DO 'Each site until done

PRINT "Enter NAME of study SITE, "

INPUT "OR press ENTER to END program: ", Site$
IF Site$ = "" THEN EXIT DO 'No site name entered, sites are fmished

Site$ = LEFT$(Site$, 2) 'Use only first 2 characters of site �ame

Filel$ = "input" + Site$ + "t.txt": OPEN Filel$ FOR INPUT AS I 'Open input file I

INPUT #1, hl : IF hl > MaxRec THEN hl = MaxRec
FORi= 1 TO hI
INPUT #1, T(i).dd, T(i).swe 'Put TIME axis into array T
NEXTi
CLOSE # I 'Close file after reading contents into array

File2$ = "input" + Site$ + "s.txt": OPEN File2$ FOR INPUT AS 2 'Open input file 2
INPUT #2, h2

.

FORj = 1 TOh2
INPUT #2, SG).swe, SG).sca 'Put SCA axis into array S

NEXTj
CLOSE #2 'Close file after reading contents into array
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i = I: j = I: CLS
DO WHILEj < (b2)
DO WHILE i < (hI)
IF T(i).swe > SG}.swe THEN
i = i + I 'Increment TThffi-axis pointer until swe > swe of SCA axis
IF T(i).swe = T(i - I ).swe THEN T(i).sca = T(i - I ).sca 'Set sca if swe unchanged
END IF
IF T(i).swe > Sa).swe AND T(i).swe < S( 1 ).swe THEN 'Interpolate to previous j
dswe = Sa - 1 ).swe - Sa).swe 'Change in swe between SCA-axis positions
rdswe = (Sa - I ).swe - T(i).swe) / dswe 'Relative position ofTThffi-axis swe
dsca = Sa - 1 ).sca - Sa).sca 'Change in sea between SCA-axis positions
T(i).sca = Sa - 1 ).sca - rdswe * dsca 'Interpolated value of sea for TIME-axis
END IF

'Initialise loop counters and clear screen
'Increment pointer to SCA-axis position
'Increment pointer to TThffi-axis position

IF T(i).swe < Sa).swe THEN EXIT DO
LOOP 'To next Time-axis position
IF T(i).swe > Sa + 1 ).swe THEN
dswe = Sa).swe - sa + 1 ).swe
rdswe = (Sa).swe - T(i).swe) / dswe
dsca = Sa).sca - sa + 1 ).sca
T(i).sca = SG}.sca - rdswe * dsca
END IF
IF INKEY$ <> "" THEN EXIT DO 'Quick way to exit loop
j = j + 1 'Increment SCA-axis pointer each time through the SCA-axis loop
LOOP 'To next SCA-axis position

'Stop incrementing i for now

'Interpolate to following j
'Change in swe between SCA-axis positions

'Relative position of TThffi-axis swe

'Change in sea between SCA-axis positions
'Interpolated value of sea for TIME-axis

File3$ = "OUTPUT" + Site$ + ".txt"
OPEN File3$ FOR OUTPUT AS 3
FOR i = 1 TO hl 'Print i to screen and interpolations to output file
PRINT i: PRINT #3, T(i).dd, ",", T(i).swe, ",", T(i).sca
NEXTi
CLOSE #3

LOOP 'To next site

END

End of source code
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APPENDIX V - Some digital photos from Pine and Burn sites

Photos from Pine site

� .

Figure V-l. Noon photo ofApril 30 as 100% SCA benchmark (File P0430_25).

_� It;
Figure V-2. 4:00 PM photo ofApril 16, 92.5% SCA (File P0420

_ 02).
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Figure V-3. 4:00 PM photo ofApril 18,55.9% SCA (File P0420_08) .

.

4:00 PM photo ofApril 20, 6.9% SCA (File P0422_02).
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End of Pine photos



Photos from Burn site

Figure V-6. 4:00 PM photo ofApril 16, 80.1% SeA (File B0419_06).
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Figure V-7. 4:00 PM photo ofApril 17, 31.6% SCA (File B0419_09).

Figure V-8. 4:00 PM photo ofApril 18,4.7% SCA (File B0419_12).

End of Burn photos
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